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Time

Venue

21st September 2017

15:30

HQ, Conference Room 1

AGENDA
1.
2.

Welcome and apologies
Apologies - ACC Alan Baldwin
Declarations of interest

3.

To approve minutes of the Business Coordination Board meeting held on the
7th August 2017

4.

Police and Crime Plan - Delivery Plan
Report from the Chief Constable and Chief Executive

5.

Fire Governance Consultation Update
Report from Chief Executive

6.

Strategic Risk Register
Report from Chief Executive and Chief Constable

7.

Custody - Update on the work of the Independent Custody Visitor Scheme and
HMIC Inspection
Report from the Chief Constable

8.

Information Assurance Update
Report from Chief Constable

9.

Seven Force Collaboration Update
Report from the Chief Constable

10. Section 22A Agreement – Disaster Victim Identification Unit
Report from the Chief Executive and Chief Constable
11. Integrated Mental Health Team
Report from the Chief Executive
12. Cambs Historic Churches Trust appeal
Report from the Chief Executive
13. Estates - Unit C Chord Business Park
Report from the Chief Constable
14. VAWG Transformation Fund
Report from the Chief Executive
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POLICE AND CRIME PLAN DELIVERY PLAN
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Co-ordination Board (“The Board”)
on the process for creating the delivery mechanisms to ensure the success of the Police
and Crime Plan (“the Plan”).

2.

Recommendations

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the progress made and content of the attached
report and agree on the frequency this report will be brought to the Board.

3.

Background

3.1

Under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Police and Crime
Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is required to issue a Plan as soon as practicable
after taking office - specifically before the end of the financial year which they are
elected (31 March 2017).

3.2

The Commissioner’s Plan became effective from the 1st April 2017 and is structured
around four key strategic themes: Victims, Offenders, Communities, and
Transformation. Each theme has its own aim and has a framework through a series of
shared outcomes to enable all agencies with a part to play in community safety and
criminal justice, to strategically direct the future delivery of services through these
common goals. Each theme is supported by key objectives and priorities for action

3.3

There are strong mechanisms in place to scrutinise the overall performance of the
Constabulary, including the priorities and outcomes set out in the Police and Crime
Plan. Performance data is included within the Quarterly Performance report data pack
and reported to the Board at three monthly intervals. Effective partnership working is
also key to the delivery of the Police and Crime Plan. There has been significant change
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in the partnership landscape, including with the establishment of the Combined
Authority. As a result the partnership delivery framework is still under development.
The attached report therefore concentrates on a lot of work led by the OPCC at this
stage.
4.

Police and Crime Plan Theme update
Victims

4.1

Work is ongoing within the Constabulary to support officers and staff to appropriately
identify victims with vulnerabilities to ensure they are safeguarded and can access
support services. Partners are working in tandem to improve their processes to
safeguard young people. The merger of the Victims’ Hub and Witness Care is improving
the experience of victims choosing a criminal justice outcome. However there are still
challenges to be overcome within the wider CJS; the needs of victims and witnesses
are not being prioritised leading to breaks in pathway through the system.

4.2

An integrated model of support services for victims of crime is available in
Cambridgeshire, however an increase in reports of domestic abuse and sexual
violence, which require degrees of specialist, support place high levels of demand. A
successful bid to the Home Office VAWG Transformation Fund is working upstream to
reduce future demand on the public sector purse. Restorative Justice is also being
offered to enable victims to better cope and recover and reduce future offending.

4.3

Demand for policing services from vulnerable people, often in mental health crisis,
remains high. The introduction of mental health nurses in the force control room
enables the Constabulary to manage the risks around decision making in partnership.
Evaluation has shown in the first year the nurses reviewed more than 10,000 incidents;
in 83 per cent of cases the individuals were already known to the mental health trust.
The evaluation also reports increased police confidence, improved experience for
service users, reduced deployments and saved police officer time.
Offenders

4.4

Against a context of significant falls in crime levels more generally in the last twenty
years, current demand on policing and its complexity, both in Cambridgeshire and
nationally, are having an impact on levels of recorded crime and adding to pressures
on investigative resources and the Constabulary’s ability to resolve crimes. The
Constabulary’s focus remains on protecting the most vulnerable victims in our
community and targeting the most dangerous offenders. The Constabulary’s local
policing review is working to better understand current and future demand to enable
optimum use of resources.

4.5

This reinforces the need to work in partnership across the criminal justice system and
beyond to tackle crime and address the causes of criminality and reoffending. A needs
assessment on the prevention and management of offending has been undertaken and
will inform action to address the long-term causes of offending. Key issues include
mental health, housing, education, training and employment, and drug and alcohol
issues. Housing has been an early priority and an issue which the Police and Crime
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Commissioner has raised with local authorities, the Combined Authority and criminal
justice agencies. There is a need to develop stronger pathways through these systems.
4.6

The Commissioner has also continued to support preventative and early intervention
approaches to divert young people and adults away from offending and reoffending.
Encouragingly, the number of young people entering the criminal justice system has
fallen over the last five years. However, there have been recent increases. The
enhanced approach to conditional cautions, which has now been rolled out across
Cambridgeshire, is developing pathways to intervene early to tackle adult offending
behaviour. It is clear from this work that even at an early stage of low-level offending
there are a range of complex issues for individuals which need to be addressed.
Communities

4.7

The OPCC and Constabulary continue to work in partnership with key partners at a
range of levels to jointly engage with communities. The Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Senior Officer Communities Group meet quarterly and are identifying
areas of shared activity to take forward. The Public Protection Communications Group
work together to ensure joined up communications by all agencies, focussing on
victims of exploitation and abuse.

4.8

The Constabulary are due to launch a much improved website this autumn. New
functionality will make it much easier for people to communicate with the
Constabulary and other agencies.

4.9

The Local Policing Review will support delivery of the Police and Crime Plan and ensure
that Cambridgeshire Police can continue to offer the best policing service to local
communities and respond effectively to increases in demand. Implementation is now
beginning, with changes taking place from September.

4.10

The Citizens in Policing strategy is being implemented and promote public involvement
through active participation (see BCB paper from May 2017). This will support the
Local Policing Review to increase community understanding and resilience.

4.11

The People Strategy will address recruitment, retention and progression policies to
provide a workforce that is representative of the communities we serve. It also
includes work streams to maintain professional standards to maintain the integrity of
the Constabulary (see BCB paper Aug 2017).
Transformation

4.12

Collaboration continues to be a key part of the transformation of policing in the County
with the BCH programme firmly embedded in and an increased focus on the 7 Force
collaboration opportunities, particularly around ICT and procurement.

4.13

The development of the new Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) is a key initiative
that will be driving a number of the strands of the Transformation agenda forward.
Demand management is being embedded into the process as well as ensuring the
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financial benefits of technology developments and the estates strategy are flowing
through.
4.14

A key transformation project surrounds the development of the Local Business Case
for the future governance of the Fire Service. The consultation on the proposals have
closed and the final response to consultation and submission to the Home Office
reported on in detail elsewhere on the BCB agenda.

5

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the progress made and content of the attached
report and agree on the frequency this report will be brought to the Board.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document
Contact Officer

Nicky Phillipson, Head of Strategic Partnerships and
Commissioning
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WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions
P & Cp - Priority Actions

Theme

OPCC L'd
OPCC Lead

D'vry Lead

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Delivery lead

Ensure that victims from the three priority groups
(serious crime, persistently targeted and vulnerable or
intimidated) are identified and provided with an
appropriate response based on their level of risk at the
initial point of contact.

NP

Victims

Constabulary

V1.1

V1

Reduce the impact of anti-social behaviour by ensuring
victims receive a proportionate response that is tailored
to their needs.

Victims

NP

V2

Constabulary

V2.

Ensure victims of crime receive a consistently high quality
investigation.

Victims

V3

NP

Constabulary

V3.

Delivery

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities
Multi-Agency arrangements and appropriate need rag status
and risk assessments ensure the delivery of this
action. The Constabulary's ongoing Operation
Sherlock is focusing on supporting officers to
appropriately identify vulnerable victims. This in
turn ensures the right response and support is
provided through multi-agency safeguarding
(MASH & MARAC arrangements) and victim
support (referrals to Victim and Witness Hub and
specialist support agencies) arrangements. More
than a third of all referrals into the Hub each
month are 'vulnerable and intimidated' victims
with specialist services working in partnership
with them. 100 per cent of victims supported by
Hub felt it had helped them cope and recover and
would recommend the service to a friend.

The Police and Crime Plan Dashboard shows
current trends in relation to Anti-social behaviour
(ASB). Incidents recorded by the police remain
stable and there continues to be a low percentage
of respondents concerned about high levels of
ASB in their area. The percentage of respondents
who feel safe in their community remains high.
Work across the agencies, specifically housing,
has focused on using restorative practices to
resolve ASB issues. Victims can access support
from the Victim and Witness Hub - either via selfreferral where no crime has been recorded or
through a needs assessment where the incident
has been elevated to a crime (following criminal
damage for example).

Cambridgeshire Constabulary has an ongoing
programme to improve the quality of
investigations through delivery of the Operation
Sherlock action plan. See also O 1.1

Wider Partnership
Opportunities
Better identification of
vulnerable victims
through partnership
working arrangements
in MASH;
organisational
development to
introduce domestic
abuse workplace
policies; developing
community capacity
and awareness of the
issues.

Greater consistency of
approach taken by
housing agencies and
district councils. Early
intervention within
communities would
prevent later demand
on policing. Link
between ASB and
mental health need
exploring by partners.
Via MH delivery group.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Review processes so people in mental health crisis receive
the right care at the right time and from the right service.

Victims

NP

V4

Crisis Concordat
Mental Health
Delivery Group

V4.

Continue to develop services to enable victims and
witnesses to be seamlessly supported through the
criminal justice process wherever they live in the county.
for example victims of burglary and other serious crime
will always be visited by a police oﬃcer.

Victims

V5

NP

OPCC /
Constabulary /
County Council (DA)

V5.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Mental
Health Crisis Care Concordat Declaration provides
a framework to deliver this action. Mental Health
issues continue to create demand on policing.
However the partnership response to supporting
people in crisis now includes the First Response
Service which includes the FCR based mental
health nurses. This collaborative commissioning
arrangement, with pan-agency agreed outcomes,
has seen an improved experience for people in
crisis. Independent evaluation of the IMHT
element has showed it saves officer time, ensures
more appropriate Sect 136 detentions (only two
coming into custody in 2017) and has improved
partnership pathways. Contract just been
awarded for children's community mental health
services to 'new provider'.

The Policing and Crime
Act formally sets out
elements of
partnership working
required in the future.
This will again improve
the experience for
service users. The well
established
partnership working
group needs to
prepare for this.

The Commissioning Cycle drives the delivery of
this action through Needs Assessments and
regular Victim Provider Forums (to identify gaps in
provision). A range of thematic and general
partnership forums also have a stake in this
priority through their delivery plans. The merger
of the Victim Hub and Witness Care is now
complete to provide an end to end service for CJS
victims. Better partnership working with Witness
Service. However working arrangements of other
CJ agencies continues to impact on overall victim
satisfaction of their whole experience. Significant
partnership work ongoing to address this - see
also V9.

Work in train to look
at provision of support
for victims of domestic
abuse. This needs
traction to drive a
focus on early
intervention and
prevention and reduce
future demand on
services.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Ensure support services for victims and witnesses are
commissioned in a cost eﬃcient way, have clear referral
pathways and handovers between agencies as
individuals’ needs change.

Victims

NP

V6

CCJB Victims subgroup

V6.

Develop a countywide partnership response to reduce the
harm, risks and costs of domestic abuse, child abuse and
exploitation (including child sexual exploitation), serious
sexual oﬀences, traﬃcking and modern day slavery and
‘Violence Against Women and Girls’ which keeps victims
safe from future victimisation.

Victims

NP

V7

Domestic Abuse
and Sexual Violence
Delivery Group

V7.

Oﬀer victims of crime the opportunity to ask to meet their
oﬀender in a restorative justice conference at a time that
is right for them.

Victims

V8

NP

Constabulary

V8.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

The Commissioning Cycle drives the delivery of
this action through Needs Assessments and
regular Victim Provider Forums (to identify gaps in
provision). A range of thematic and general
partnership forums also have a stake in this
priority through their delivery plans. The merger
of the Victim Hub and Witness Care is now
complete to provide an end to end service. Joint
commissioning arrangements for the support
service for victims of sexual violence now in place
(first six monthly outcome monitoring October
2017) to work alongside the new SARC (based
alongside the Rape Investigation Team). Update
on victims commissioning going to October BCB .

Continued work to
look at opportunities
to jointly commission
services - either
through pooled
budgets or pooled
knowledge and
influence.

The VAWG Needs Assessment is informing the
creation of an action plan for the Domestic Abuse
and Sexual Violence Delivery Group which
addresses these issues. The Safeguarding Boards
are leading on CSE and feature work to tackle this
in their delivery plans. Key progress includes:
development of strategy and action plan;
development of MASH to improve children's
safeguarding and MARAC processes; opening of
new SARC and countywide SV service; successful
bid to VAWG Transformation Fund for £400k to
work upstream with children of DA and SV
households and reduce future demand; successful
bid to DCLG to tackle housing related DA issues.
The Constabulary continues to work in
partnership to tackle modern day slavery.

Opportunities to work
upstream - using new
statutory Sexual,
Relationship and
Education
requirement to look at
countywide demand
reduction.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary is commissioned to
provide an RJ offer as part of bespoke recovery
plans for victims. The CCJB Victims and Witnesses
Group supports multi-agency engagement in RJ.
This is all in place. The service was awarded the
RSQM in June 2017.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Ensure that when Criminal Justice System processes are
reviewed the impact on victims and witnesses is
considered.

Victims

NP

V8

CCJB Victims subgroup

Ensure that police investigations deal eﬀectively
with oﬀenders while ensuring the best outcomes for
victims
(Note: HMICFRS Peel 2016 - Constabulary GOOD at
keeping people safe and reducing crime, but
improvements required in how it investigates crime.
Needs to do more to fully understand demand and
plan for demand in the future)

Offenders

CS

O1

Use a partnership approach to tackle crimes which
are of greatest concern to the public such as violent,
drink and drug related crime, burglary and rural
crime.

CK

Constabulary

CSPs

V8.

Agencies are encouraged to consult with each
other when changes are being proposed at the
CCJB Victims and Witness Group. CJS agencies can
be held to account in the main CCJB Board.
Progress: significant number of CJ practices
identified which are having a detrimental affect
on victims and witnesses. Work is ongoing locally
to tackle this and looking at opportunities to
explore solutions at a seven force level. CPS
Eastern Region Inspection expected to highlight
issues. Changes to Section 28 expected to
improve experience for child/vulnerable victims.
Local CCJB monitoring performance issues - work
to understand why cases fail due to V&W issues.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities
Opportunity to hold CJ
agencies to account at
CCJB. Collaborative
work being developed
to map what can be
addressed locally,
regionally and
nationally and through
which mechanisms.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary has an ongoing
programme to improve the quality of
investigations through delivery of the Operation
Sherlock action plan.
Local
Policing Review intended to deliver quality
investigations through development of a
sustainable business model. In support of this, a
detailed study of demand is being undertaken to
enable the optimum use of resources.
Progress - Current demand pressures impact on
investigative resources and the Constabulary's
ability to resolve crimes with a recent
deterioration in 'prosecution possible outcomes'
O1.1
and victim satisfaction in terms of police
attendance and follow up contact. The Local
Policing Review is intended to manage demand
on investigative resources by creating a demand
hub to more effectively triage at the front end of
the process. Local Policing Review begins
implementation from end of September 2017.
Update on Operation Sherlock delivery plan and
plans for managing demand on investigative
resources to.

Opportunity to
improve victim
satisfaction with
follow up, improve
investigative
outcomes, improve
timeliness and reduce
the number of future
victims.

Community Safety Partnerships set priorities to
O2.1 work in partnership to tackle local issues of crime
and disorder.

Opportunity to
improve local
confidence that the
Constabulary are
dealing with the things
that matter to people
in their community.
Constabulary working
with partners on rural
crime, especially

WORK IN PROGRESS
Use a partnership approach to tackle crimes which
P
& of
CPgreatest
- Priorityconcern
Actionsto the public such as violent, OPCC L'd
are
drink and drug related crime, burglary and rural
crime.

Theme

CK

Offenders

O2

CS

D'vry Lead

Constabulary

Constabulary

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress
Cambridgeshire Constabulary maintains local
engagement and priority setting mechanisms. It is
maximising collaborative opportunities to deliver
integrated partnership community safety
responses. It is developing a strategy for
enhanced problem solving in neighbourhood
policing. Progress - Although the percentage of
respondents who feel safe in their community
remains high, public feedback about whether the
O2.2
Constabulary is dealing with local concerns has
deteriorated recently. Hare coursing remains a
big issue. Work of Rural Crime Action Team
valued by rural community. The local policing
review will ensure that the Constabulary can
continue to offer the best policing service to local
communities.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary delivers the priority
areas strategy and action plan for burglary
dwelling; the force crime prevention strategy and
delivers the rural policing strategy. Progress Although in the context of significant falls in
crime levels more generally in the last twenty
years, nationally and locally there are now signs
of some genuine increases in some crime types
O2.3 such as violence. The Constabulary is monitoring
these trends to better understand what is driving
these changes and what mitigating action is
required. November BCB update on performance
to include update on rural crime, burglary and
violence. BCB update on drug related crime tbc.

Delivery

Opportunity to
Wider
Partnership
improve
local
Opportunities
confidence that the
Constabulary are
dealing with the things
that matter to people
in their community.
Constabulary working
with partners on rural
crime, especially
Countryside Watch
and the National
Farmers Union.
Consideration of best
ways of working with
CSPs.
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Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

Improve partnership working to ensure resilience of
services and eﬀective and eﬃcient action to address
long-term causes of oﬀending such as health issues,
housing, drug and alcohol misuse, education,
employment and training.

Offenders

CS/EW

O3

Cambridgeshire
Countywide
Community Safety
Strategic Board

Ensure that the Criminal Justice System sees
reducing re-oﬀending as a key part of its work.

Offenders

CS

O4

Cambridgeshire
Criminal Justice
Board

Support preventative and early intervention
approaches to divert young people and adults away
from oﬀending and re-oﬀending

CS/NP

Offenders

O5

Youth Offending
Services

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

Cambridgeshire Countywide Community Safety
Board provides governance to areas of work
which are recognised to need countywide
oversight. The Offender Sub-group of the
Cambridgeshire Criminal Justice Board supports
the statutory agencies in the delivery of the multiagency approach to tackling offending. Progress Needs assessment on offending prevention and
management finalised and being addressed
through appropriate partnership governance
O3.
mechanisms. Housing has been an early priority.
PCC has raised this issue with local authorities,
Combined Authority and Criminal Justice
Agencies who are developing plans to improve
pathways. Update to Countywide Board October.
Drugs and Alcohol services reprocurement
exercise in Cambridgeshire underway.

The Combined
Authority also
provides a mechanism
for joint working on
key cross-cutting
strategic issues.
Housing has been
identified as a
Combined Authority
priority. Offending
commissioning
strategy to be
developed.

The Offender Sub-Group of the Cambridgeshire
Criminal Justice Board supports the statutory
agencies in the delivery of the multi-agency
approach to tackling offending and reducing
reoffending. Progress - Needs Assessment on
offending prevention and management finalised.
O4. Updated Terms of Reference for the group to be
finalised in September 2017 and delivery plan
under development. PCC now Chairs Criminal
Justice Board. Reoffending indicators to be
included in performance indicators.

Government
manifesto
commitment to
greater devolution of
criminal justice
responsibility and
budgets to local
commissioners.

The Youth Offending Services in Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough support young people at risk of
entering or entering the youth justice system.
Recipients of PCC Crime and Disorder Reduction
Grant. Progress - Joint Youth Justice Board across
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough now
O5.1
established and OPCC is member. Data on first
time entrants to the criminal justice system
indicates a continuing falling trend. Next outcome
monitoring reports due in October 2017.

Conditional cautions Commissioning to
meet gaps in services.
Ensuring continuing
and broadening reach
of conditional
cautions. Planning for
'business as usual' at
the end of Home
Office funding.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme
Offenders

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

O5

CS

Constabulary

Increase the range of environments in which
restorative justice is used to improve victim
satisfaction and reduce re-oﬀending

Offenders

Offenders

O6

Protect local communities from those people who
present a risk of serious harm to them through
eﬀective and eﬃcient oﬀender management and
partnership working.
(Note: HMICFRS
2016 PEEL - Constabulary has effective approach to
preventing and tackling serious and organised
O7 crime. Well-structured Integrated Offender
Management scheme. More active enforcement
would enhance its approach to handling dangerous
and sexual offenders. Local police teams would
benefit from greater awareness of the registered
sex offenders in their communities)

NP

CS

Constabulary

Constabulary

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Delivery

cautions. Planning for
'business as usual' at
the end of Home
Office funding.
Wider Partnership
Opportunities

Home Office Innovation Funding is being used to
develop conditional cautions as part of a pathway
to intervene to tackle early offending behaviour.
Progress - Now rolled out throughout
Cambridgeshire. Ongoing activity to ensure take
up (over 350 issued since September 2016).
O5.2 Update to BCB in June, next update to Offender
Sub Group in November. Independent evaluation
final report May 2018. Update to BCB in June
2018. Needs Assessment on offending prevention
and management finalised.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary is undertaking a
programme of partnership engagement and
training to enable restorative approaches to be
applied in neighbourhood and ASB issues, prison
and a range of policing interactions. Excellent
progress: local housing providers are utilising
O6. these skills for ASB cases, greater take up of
principles within educational settings. Significant
use of RJ practices within Youth Offending
Service. Peterborough Prison is becoming a
restorative prison.

Multi-agency working arrangements, including
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, ensure effective
partnership working. These arrangements include
the Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub, Multi Agency
Public Protection Arrangements, Multi Agency
Risk Assessment Conferences and Integrated
O7. Offender Management Arrangements. Progress multi-agency partnership arrangements well
embedded. Update on progress against PEEL to
BCB .

Offender Adult early
help offer could be
developed as part of
future development of
Multi-Agency
Safeguarding Hub.
Need to understand
impact of Local
Policing Review.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

Hold the responsible authorities to account for
meeting their duties to protect their local
communities from crime and to help people feel
safer.

Offenders

O8

CS

Cambridgeshire
Countywide
Community Safety
Strategic Board

CS

Cambridgeshire
Criminal Justice
Board - Offender
Subgroup

Work with the voluntary sector and other partners
to enable the rehabilitation of oﬀenders.
Offenders

O9

Review current performance management systems
to ensure re-oﬀending data is captured and
monitored eﬀectively so that progress can be
reviewed

Offenders

CS

O10

Constabulary/
Cambridgeshire
Countywide
Community Safety
Strategic Board/
Cambridgeshire
Criminal Justice
Board

Contribute to national policing needs as set out in
the Strategic Policing requirement including counterterrorism, serious and organised crime, cyber
security, public order, civil emergencies and child
sexual abuse
Offenders

O11

CS

Constabulary

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress
The Cambridgeshire Countywide Community
Safety Board will help the responsible authorities
coordinate their duty to reduce crime and
disorder in their communities. This will include
helping them coordinate monitoring outcomes of
relevant countywide strategic plans and providing
support and challenge. Progress - new
O8.
governance mechanisms being embedded. Early
priority has been housing where PCC has raised
issue with local authorities, Combined Authority
and criminal justice agencies.

Multi-agency working arrangements.
O9.

The performance information monitored by the
Constabulary and the Commissioner will include
new data sets and will evolve over time to reflect
operational developments. Broader indicators
rather than purely policing data are being
incorporated, this includes Ministry of Justice
data on reoffending rates and public health data.
The performance framework will be developed
O10
further with partner agencies. Progress - New
performance dashboard in place with partnership
metrics to be added. Collaboration performance
monitoring arrangements to be updated in light
of new governance arrangements.

Cambridgeshire Constabulary contribute to
national policing needs through their planning
processes including the priority area strategy and
action plan for counter-terrorism. Progress Ongoing business as usual. CT capabilities for
Eastern Region brought under single command
O11.
under Eastern Regional Special Operations Unit
on 1 July 2017 (police officers will remain locally
deployed). Demands for mutual aid have been
high in light of incidents and period of critical
threat level.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities
Issues identified
through offending
management and
prevention needs
assessment provide an
opportunity to explore
how we can best work
together
constructively to
discharge statutory
duties for reducing
crime and disorder.

To be developed in
line with needs
assessment.

As Cambridgeshire
Countywide
Community Safety
Strategic Board
governance
arrangements evolve,
opportunity to
develop partnership
monitoring
mechanisms.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Jointly engage with all communities to understand
and respond to local concerns.

Communities

CK

C1

Senior Officer
Communities
Group

C1.

Ensure the public have easy and eﬀective ways to
contact the appropriate service provider to get the
information they need
Communities

CK

C2

Constabulary

C2.

Bring together services and systems to respond to
community issues in a sustained and co-ordinated
way e.g. co-location, aligned activity and information
sharing.
Communities

Communities

C3

Reassure the public of the Constabulary’s
commitment to local policing to maintain public
confidence and deal with issues of local concern
such as road safety, anti-social behaviour and Hate
C4
Crime.

CK

CK

constabulary

Constabulary

C3.

C4.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

OPCC and Constabulary continue to develop
closer working relationships and collaborate with
other public agencies. Collectively engage with
communities to identify and solve issues where
possible.
Progress: Partnership working at various levels.
C&P Senior Officer Communities Group meet
quarterly and are identifying areas of shared
activity to take forward. Countywide Community
Safety Strategic Board review and direct CSP
activity regionally. Public Protection Comms
Strategy led by Constabulary and supported by
partner agencies. Police and Crime Commissioner
engages widely. OPCC targets vulnerable groups.

One county approach
to public service
delivery.

Constabulary and OPCC are further developing a
variety of communication channels to allow the
public to share intelligence and information in the
way that best suits them. Constabulary website
redesign.
Progress: Constabulary website with enhanced
facilities to be launched autumn 2017. Local
policing review includes public contact and new
demand hub.

Consider how
Cambridgeshire Public
Sector websites link
and support each
other

Constabulary collaborating with different
organisations to improve efficiency and
effectiveness.
Progress: Blue light collaboration continues,
particularly with Fire and Rescue Service. Colocation opportunities moving forward e.g.
Wisbech. Exploring shared training facilities.
Peterborough PES colocated and shared
management structure being trialled. Local
Policing Review.

consideration of how
PES model could work
in 2 tier areas

Constabulary reviewing approach to local policing
to ensure future demand can be met.
Local policing review commences September
2017. Linked to implementation of Athena in May
2018. OPCC and PCC ongoing engagement
activity.

Monitor role out of
new policing model
and impact on
partners

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

Extend the use and scope of police powers inside
and outside the Constabulary.
Communities

CK

C5

Constabulary

C5.

Build relationships with communities to gather
information and intelligence to prevent crime: high
levels of witnesses, low levels of crime.

Communities

Communities

CK

C6

C7

Promote public involvement through active
participation and support initiatives aimed at
building community understanding and resilience.

CK

Constabulary

Constabulary

C6.

C7.

Educate and support local people to recognise
vulnerable members of their community and know
how to help them.
Communities

CK

C8

Constabulary

C8.

Ensure there are recruitment, retention and
progression policies that result in a police force that
is representative of the communities we serve.
Communities

C9

CK

Constabulary

C9.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

Police powers have been granted to organisations
in specific circumstances.
Progress: CSAS scheme, a number of PSPOs
adopted tapping into Local Authority CSAS
powers, Peterborough PES. Possible roll-out of
PES model.
Continual, ongoing activity by local policing teams
and also by partner agencies. Public feel more
confident in reporting crime so reporting levels
going up.
Progress: Citizens in Policing Strategy,
appointment of Watch Scheme Coordinator,
develop role of Neighbourhood Watch and
Community Speed watch, new website to make it
easier to submit information, Policing Review to
maintain local policing resource.

Opportunities to
expand should be
considered.

Community resilience:
Progress: Citizens in Policing Strategy,
appointment of Watch Scheme Coordinator,
develop role of Neighbourhood Watch and
Community Speed watch.

Link with emerging
work led by county
council on community
resilience

All blue light, local authority and healthcare
organisations seeking to promote local
community support, especially for most
vulnerable member sof society.
Progress: Some discussions with Neighbourhood
Watch but not developed. Joint communications
through Public Protection Communications
Group.
Ongoing recruitment to attract new staff, officers
and volunteers. Targeted recruitment drives take
place. New government guides looking for degree
qualifications.
Progress: Targeted recruitment saw a good
number of applications from BMEs. However, few
made it through selection process. Reviewing the
reasons for this.

Link with emerging
work led by county
council on community
resilience

Monitor impact of
citizen in policing
strategy and consider
opportunities for
wider partnership
working

Further work needed
with community
groups and
businesses.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

Ensure each member of the police force delivers the
highest professional standards in service to the
public, demonstrating the values of respect,
honesty, integrity, openness and selflessness, in line
with the Code of ethics.
Communities

AF

C10

AF

Constabulary

AF

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

EW

T1

Constabulary

Continue working with
IPCC.

Complaints reform - Progress - BCH OPCC and
PSD Working Group in place to delivery project
based approach to taking this work forward,
exploring feasibility of consistent BCH OPCC
approaches where appropriate and adoption of
C10.2 shadow delivery models as required. Secondary
legislation and statutory guidance anticipated
summer 2018.

Continue working with
BCH and PSD to
deliver project
working. Seize
opportunities to input
into Home Office and
IPCC consultations on
draft legislation and
guidance.

T1

Continue to embed tri-force collaboration with
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire as a means of
achieving savings.
Transformation

T2

GO

Constabulary

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

PSD - Progress -PSD Governance Board quarterly
meetings continue. Board pro-active in
monitoring progress against HMIC Legitimacy
recommendations and areas for improvement
and Independent Police Complaints Commission
(IPCC) requirements through taking forward
C10.1 necessary action, monitoring delivery plans,
developing policies, scrutinising, and horizonscanning. Internal audit being undertaken in Q3
to give assurance on follow-up with HMIC
inspection and PSD governance.

Use and improve understanding of demand to drive
eﬃciency to protect frontline services.

Transformation

Delivery

T2

Constabulary modelling force demand and
efficient ways of managing this demand. OPCC
providing system context and input. ProgressNeeds Assessment on offending prevention and
management finalised and disseminated to
Constabulary Demand Groups, including recent
population demographic forecasts from
Cambridgeshire County Council Research Group.

The majority of collaboration units are now in
place and embedded with the majority of savings
already having been removed from the budget.
Benefits of HR collaboration has been delayed
due to the need to delay the implementation of
the new ERP system, as a result of the delayed
Athena implementation. New date for ERP
implementation is October 2018.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

Transformation

P & CP - Priority Actions
Explore further opportunities to enhance frontline
policing services by maximising all opportunities to
work collaboratively with other police forces, driving
out further eﬃciencies in the most ambitious police
T3
collaboration programme yet with Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Norfolk, Suﬀolk,
Essex and Kent police forces.

OPCC L'd

DG

D'vry Lead

OPCC

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress

T3

Ensure the benefits of new and historical investment
in technology are realised.
Transformation

T4

Transformation

T5

Transformation

T6

Ensure Cambridgeshire’s voice is heard at a national
level and influences policy changes.
Work closely with local public sector leaders to
identify the potential benefits for community safety
through new governance mechanisms such as the
combined authority and devolution of powers

GO

constabulary

T4

AW / DG

OPCC

T5

EW

OPCC / PSB

T6

Develop the capacity and capability to undertake
eﬀective community safety and criminal justice
commissioning, using grants and commissioning as
strategic leverage for evidence-based change.

Transformation

T7

Transformation

Use cash reserves strategically and work in
partnership to maximise the use of and value from
T8 the police estate.

Transformation

Invest in, and support the development of oﬃcers,
T9 police staﬀ and volunteers to perform their role
eﬃciently.

NP

GO

CK

OPCC / Countywide
Community Safety
Strategic Board /
CCJB

OPCC

constabulary

T7

T8

T9

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities

BCH Strategic Alliance - review of governance: 7F
work programme; link with standardisation of
specialist capabilities at national level. Progress BCH implementation of new governance;
development of 7F procurement business case;
national work on specialist capabilities; regional
ICT conference
BCH ICT Strategy is now adopted. A mapping
exercise to map the overall outcomes against
Cambridgeshire is underway and will be
completed in Autumn 2017.

BCH ICT strategy

PCC Chair of National Commercial Board.
PCC is a co-opted member of the Combined
Authority Board highlighting opportunities where
the CA can have beneficial impact on community
safety. Progress - working with CA, Public Health
England and local Public Health to help ensure
that the planned economic growth in
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough benefits all
sectors of society
The Countywide Community Safety Strategic
Board is driving commissioning best practice
through the delivery groups who are identifying
joint commissioning opportunities. Progress: a
pooled budget arrangement has secured a
countywide sexual violence service to ensure
victims don't experience a postcode lottery of
services. Work ongoing to recommission drugs
and alcohol services in Cambridgeshire using a
model of shared outcomes. The revised
community safety agreement has informed the
awards of grants to CSPs by the Police and Crime
Commissioner to achieve maximum impact.

Year end 16/17 has enabled a new 'Estates
Rationalisation' reserve to be created. A review of
the level of reserves will be undertaken as part of
the budget setting process during Autumn 2017.
BCH Collaborated Function
Progress: People Strategy to BCB in August 2017

Opportunities around
Social Value and the
potential wider impact
of public sector
procurement

Explore future joint
commissioning
opportunities either
through providing
monies to create
leverage or strategic
evidence-based
influence.

WORK IN PROGRESS
Theme

P & CP - Priority Actions

OPCC L'd

D'vry Lead

Work with the Fire Authority to explore
opportunities for fire and police to work together.
Transformation

T10

DG

OPCC

OPCC/Partner key delivery activities/work in
progress
Creation of business case, consultation,
submission of business case to Home Office, 9
weeks consultation closed on 4 September 2017
T10
with final submission to the Home Office by the
end of September 2017.

Delivery

Wider Partnership
Opportunities
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:
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Date:
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CONSULTATION ON THE LOCAL BUSINESS CASE FOR FIRE AND RESCUE GOVERNANCE
OPTIONS
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
on the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (the “Commissioner”) recent consultation on
the local business case for fire and rescue governance options.

2.

Recommendation

2.2

For the Board to note that the Commissioner intends to formally submit the Business
Case to the Home Office.

3.

Background

3.1

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 places a duty on police, fire and rescue and ambulance
services to explore opportunities for collaboration, and enables Police and Crime
Commissioners to take on responsibility for the governance of fire and rescue services
in their area where a case is made to do so.

3.2

Commissioners will be enabled to seek responsibility for their local Fire and Rescue
Authority where a local case is made to the Home Secretary. This is subject to tests to
ensure that changes will deliver improvements in one of more of a) economy, b)
efficiency and effectiveness or c) public safety. In line with the legislation,
Commissioners are also required to work with their Fire Authority to prepare their
local business case.

3.3

Independent consultants, who were commissioned jointly by Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Fire Authority and the Commissioner assessed the governance options
and prepared a local business case. The plan recommended that the governance
option offered the greatest benefit.
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3.4

The provisions of the act place a requirement on the Commissioner to consult the
following on governance proposal:




Each of the upper tier local authorities;
People in the police area;
Representation of personnel who the Commissioner considers may be affected
by the proposal.

4.

The consultation

4.1

The public consultation ran for nine weeks from Monday 3rd July 2017 to Monday 4th
September 2017.
All documents were available on the website
(http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/get-involved/fire-governance-consultation/)
and people were asked to complete a short online survey. Printed documents were
also available to ensure information was accessible, which could be returned through
the post and people were able to phone the office with their comments. The
consultation documents, comprised of:


The full local business case



Two page briefing



Executive summary



Frequently asked questions



Plain English briefing



Easy read briefing



Consultation survey which captured both qualitative and quantitative data

4.2

Although the consultation officially launched on 3rd July 2017, pre-consultation
engagement took place between 12th June and 2nd July where stakeholders and the
public were advised that the consultation was coming.

4.3

The consultation utilised a wide range of contact methods in order to engage with the
public, representative organisations, police and fire staff and stakeholders. This
included digital channels, meetings, 1-2-1 briefings, media relations, internal
communications and events. A summary of activity is below:


The consultation was launched and communicated to the public via the
website, public meetings, digital communications including the Neighbourhood
Alert System with 16,500 subscribers and social media like Facebook, Twitter
and Linkedin.



The consultation was also communicated to the media which secured coverage
on TV, radio and print.



Statutory stakeholders (Peterborough City Council and Cambridgeshire County
Council) and other key stakeholders including MPs, Council Leaders and Council
Chief Executives were communicated via letters, telephone calls, face to face
meetings, presentations and formal decision making processes



Fire and Police unions and staff associations were invited to discuss the
consultation and meetings were arranged where requested
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Staff and volunteers of Cambridgeshire Constabulary and Cambridgeshire Fire
and Rescue Service were engaged throughout the process and given the
opportunity to comment.



Police and Crime Commissioner utilised existing engagement events, like
contact points and public meetings, to promote the consultation and answer
any questions.

5

Response from stakeholders

5.1

There were two statutory stakeholders; Cambridgeshire County Council and
Peterborough City Council. The Police and Crime Commissioner attended a meeting
with both authorities to discuss the business case and answer questions. Their formal
responses did not support the Business Case recommendation. Their responses can be
seen in appendix A.

5.2

In addition, the Police and Crime Commissioner received written responses from
several of the local MPs, the Mayor of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group and Huntingdonshire District Council.

5.3

There was engagement with all unions and staff representative bodies whose
members could be affected by the future of the change of governance. Responses
have been received from the Fire Brigades Union, the Retained Firefighter Union and
UNISON.

6.

Response from the public

6.1

The majority of responses to the consultation were received through postal or online
submission, which used Survey Monkey to host the survey. A small number of letters
were received.

6.2

At the end of the 9 week consultation period, a total of 2,392 responses were received
to the survey. A summary of the responses can be found below:
The proposal is that the Police and Crime Commissioner becomes the
Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner and has overall responsibility for the
governance of both Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service and
Cambridgeshire Constabulary. How much do you agree or disagree with
this proposal?
Strongly agree

530 responses (22.2%)

Agree

746 responses (31.2%)

Neither agree or disagree

184 responses (7.7%)

Disagree

237 responses (9.9%)

Strongly disagree

695 responses (29.1%)
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6.3

It was important that the Commissioner understood in more depth people’s reasoning
behind their response. Therefore respondents were asked to make any comments
that had about the proposal. 840 people provided additional comments.

6.4

Some of the most common positive comments were:

6.5



It makes sense



It would improve efficiency



It would save money



It would improve accountability and governance

Some of the most common negative comments were:


It was too much work for one person to manage both the police and fire services



That the Commissioner does not have enough experience of the Fire and Rescue
Service



Concerns about accountability and governance



That more evidence was required in the business to support some of the points
made

6.6

At the Police and Crime Panel meeting of 06 Sep 2017, the panel passed a resolution
recommending that the Commissioner takes time to further consult the top tier
authorities, District Councils, Fire Authority and Fire Brigade Union before making a
decision. They felt that not enough time had been allowed to properly respond to the
comments made. The Commissioner has considered this suggestion but feels that as
the consultation was promoted from 12 June and the formal consultation ran for 9
weeks from 03 July that there has been ample opportunity for responses. The
comprehensive Fire Authority response was received early on in the consultation
period and the responses that followed from Peterborough City Council and
Cambridgeshire County Council supported the representation option.

6.7

The demographic of responses can be viewed in Appendix B.

7.

Next steps

7.1

During September a consultation response report will be produced which will include
responses to the comments made. It will be submitted to the Home Office for
considerations at the end of September. The submission will include: 1. a covering
letter, 2. the full business case, 3. a consultation report, 4. a point by point response
to the points raised by the statutory consultees.

8.

Recommendation

8.1

For the Board to note that the Commissioner intends to formally submit the Business Case to
the Home Office.
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Source document

Policing and Crime Act 2017
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/contents/enacted

Contact officers
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Consultation: Charles Kitchin, Director of Public Engagement
and Communications
Business Case: Graham Oliver, Interim Head of Finance
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Appendix A – Responses from top tier authorities
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Appendix B
Demographic of respondents to public consultation
Responding as….

Number

Percentage

An individual member of the public

2050

86%

A local Councillor

144

6%

An employee or volunteer of the police service 79

3%

An employee or volunteer of the fire service

67

3%

Did not respond

51

2%

Describe their gender as….

Number

Percentage

Male

1352

56.5%

Female

883

37%

Prefer not to say / did not respond

142

6%

In some other way

14

0.5%

Live in….

Number

Percentage

Huntingdonshire

727

30%

South Cambridgeshire

454

19%

Peterborough

381

16%

Fenland

262

11%

East Cambridgeshire

227

9%

Cambridge City

226

9%

Other

63

3%

Prefer not to say

51

2%
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Aged….

Number

Percentage

40-64

1001

42%

65+

778

33%

26-39

279

12%

Prefer not to say / didn’t answer

167

7%

18-25

51

2%

Under 18

115

5%

Describe their ethnicity as….

Number

Percentage

White British

1912

80%

Prefer not to say / didn’t answer

239

10%

Asian/Asian British

78

3.3%

White other

73

3.1%

Other

59

2.5%

Mixed/Multiple ethnic groups

19

0.8%

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British

11

0.5%
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Interim Chief Finance Officer, OPCC

Date:

21 September 2017

Agenda Item 6.0

Strategic Risk Management
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Co-ordination Board (“The Board”)
on Strategic Risk Management.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

The Board is asked to note the contents of the report.

3.

Update

3.1

The strategic risk register held between Cambridgeshire Constabulary (“the
Constabulary”) and the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is
attached at Appendix 1. Risk management is embedded into both the work of the
Constabulary and that of the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (“the
OPCC”) on an ongoing and continuous basis. The Strategic Risks were last considered
by the Committee on 30 March 2017.

3.2

The OPCC reviews the risks on a quarterly basis and provides updates to the JAC on a
six monthly basis.

3.3

This format includes a brief summary of each risk on the front page, page 2 shows the
risks are on a matrix, with any new risks raised highlighted in red text.

3.4

Changes to the content of the register are shown in red text to stand out.
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3.5

SR1.1 there is a potential risk that the Commissioner fails to achieve the benefits of
the local link between the police and communities. The Chief Constable fails to explain
to the public the actions of the Constabulary on page 3 has added two causes. Three
additional ‘Controls in place’ have been added and an additional ‘controls assurance’.
The ‘future actions have been reviewed and an additional action included. Future
Impact score has been reviewed and changed to ‘2’ Minor as it was considered that
the impact could never be insignificant, this changes the result to 3 but is still green.

3.6

SR1.2 there is a theoretical risk that Collaboration ventures could expose
Cambridgeshire to reputational risk has been deleted as a risk in its own right and
included as a cause in SR1.1.

3.7

SR2.1 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure the Police and
Crime Plan sets objectives which provide a clear focus on page 6 has amended controls
assurance where the PCC now Chairs the Criminal Justice Board and two additional
future actions relating to the development of a delivery plan and an OPCC review of
staffing.

3.8

SR2.3 the risk the Commissioner and Chief Constable are unable to influence national,
regional or strategic alliance policies on page 8 has an additional cause and notes
changes in roles under controls assurance.

3.9

SR3.1 there is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to manage the
finances effectively on page 10. One of the effects has been reworded to recognise all
Government initiatives rather than one specific example. The risk title contained
examples which are considered to be either causes or effects and have been included
in these.

3.10

SR3.2 theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work together
effectively on page 12 has been deleted and included as a cause in SR3.6.

3.11

SR3.3 there is a risk that the Commissioner (and Chief Constable if this relates to the
functions of the constabulary) fails to enter into or achieve the benefits of collaboration
on page 13 has an additional cause regarding failure to deliver the requirements in the
Police and Crime Plan to keep under consider collaboration. Two additional effects
have been added and ‘controls in place’ have been amended and an additional control
of the Interoperability Board included. Fire and Police Collaboration future action has
been deleted as this has been completed by development of a Business Case.

3.12

SR3.4 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work
effectively in partnership with local leaders in community safety and criminal justice to
deliver Police and Crime Plan on page 15 additional words added to the cause about
complex partnership landscape. Controls in place amended to current sub groups in
existence, controls assurance amended to include Boards the sub groups report to.
Future actions amended to recognise the Police and Crime Plan has been published
and delivery plans are in progress.

3.13

SR3.5 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective
arrangements for the Deputy Commissioner, Chief Executive and CFO to be appointed,
supported and challenged, on page 17 has an additional cause of organisational
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change and an addition to an effect for clarification. A future action for arrangements
for the Deputy PCC to be informed by the Fire Business Case.
3.14

SR3.6 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective
arrangements for the Chief Constable to be appointed, supported and challenged while
in post on page 18 has an additional cause relating to poor relationship leading to
failure to work together effectively which was SR3.2 but has been included in this risk.

3.15

SR4.1 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to apply
and demonstrate good governance on page 19 has deleted the control in place
reference to collaboration boards.

3.16

SR4.2 there is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to deploy appropriately
staff under his direction and control to deliver the policing objectives in the Police and
Crime Plan, on page 21 has deleted the development of the Police and Crime Plan as
a future action as this is published and added two future actions in relation to ongoing
work to understand demand and also the review of staffing and processes of the
OPCC. Also the Controls and Controls Assurance have been reviewed and updated.

3.17

SR4.3 there is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to meet the requirements
of the Police and Crime Panel on page 22 has an additional cause relating to change in
chairmanship of the Panel, an additional effect relating to ad-hoc demands affecting
ability of OPCC to deliver. An additional control in place notes the Panel’s terms of
reference and Policing Protocol. A future action has been added relating to working
with the Panel secretariat to ensure effective programme of work. The Likelihood has
been increased from 1 unlikely to 2 possible, which changes the result to a 9 and
yellow.

3.18

SR4.4 there is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to safeguard the welfare,
health and safety and equality and diversity of officers and staff on page 23 has one
additional controls in place recognised the new Countywide Community safety
agreement and an additional future action to embed the partnership structure.

4

Recommendations

4.1

The Board is asked to note the contents of the report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
Contact Officers
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE OPCC and CONSTABULARY STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER, July 2017
Strategic Risks Summary - New Risk

Page | 1

SR1.1

There is a potential risk of failure to achieve benefits of the link between police and communities and Chief Constable fails to explain actions of
Constabulary.

SR1.2

There is a risk that Collaboration ventures could expose Cambridgeshire to reputational risk.

SR2.1

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to set clear direction in Police and Crime and objectives and manifesto commitments are not delivered.

SR2.2

There is a risk that the Chief Constable fails to meet the operational expectation of Home Office with respect to Strategic Policing Requirement.

SR2.3

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable are unable to influence national, regional or strategic alliance policies.

SR3.1

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to manage finances effectively.

SR3.2

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work together effectively.

SR3.3

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to enter into or achieve benefits of collaboration.

SR3.4

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work effectively in partnership with community safety and CJ partners and objectives
of Police and Crime Plan are not delivered.

SR3.5

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements for appointment, support and challenge for DPCC, CE and CFO, and fails
to provide necessary resources to CE to carry out duties.

SR3.6

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements to recruit, support and challenge and if necessary remove from office the
Chief Constable.

SR4.1

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to apply and demonstrate good governance and fail to deliver statutory duties.

SR4.2

There is a risk that the Chief Constable fails to deploy staff to deliver policing objectives in Police & Crime Plan. The Commissioner fails to establish
mechanisms to hold the Chief Constable to account.

SR4.3

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to meet requirements of Police and Crime Plan and performance as scrutinised by Police and Crime Panel.

SR4.4

There is a risk that the Chief Constable fails to safeguard the welfare of all officers, staff and members of the public.

SR4.5

There is a risk that the Commissioner fails to establish mechanisms to hold the Chief Constable to account for exercise of their duty in safeguarding the
welfare of officers, staff and Members of the Public.

Strategic Risk
Current ratings

1

2

3

4

5

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

More
likely
than not

Probable

SR1.1

SR3.5
SR4.4

5
Catastrophic
4
Significant

SR1.2
SR3.4
SR4.2
SR4.3 
SR4.5

3
Moderate
2
SR3.6

Minor
1
Insignificant











Likelihood rating increased
Likelihood rating decreased
Likelihood rating expected to increase
Likelihood rating expected to decrease
Impact rating increased
Impact rating decreased
Impact rating expected to increase
Impact rating expected to decrease
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SR2.1
SR2.2
SR2.3
SR3.2
SR4.1

SR3.3
SR3.1

Objective
Status:
SR1.1
Public Engagement
Update 31/07/2017
Reference
There is a potential risk that the Commissioner fails to achieve the benefits of the local link between the police and communities. The Chief
Constable fails to explain to the public the actions of Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
Causes





ii.

iii.

Close liaison between PCC's
Director of Public Engagement and
Communications and the
Constabulary's Head of Corporate
Communications and their
respective teams ensures
consistency and clarity of public
engagement activity and messages.
The activity is in line with the Joint
OPCC and Force Engagement
Strategy and monitored action plan.
Reporting of compliance with
Transparency by the
Constabulary/Commissioner
Publication Schemes/Information
Order compliance and other
information on the Constabulary
and Commissioner Websites.
Proactive engagement with public,
monitoring of media and public via
social media, by Commissioner and
Chief Constable jointly and
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L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

OPCC
 The desires and ambitions of the public in Cambridgeshire, in
terms of policing and crime reduction, are not identified and
turned into action.
 The public are not able to assess the performance of the
Commissioner and the Chief Constable.
 The ability of the Commissioner to be accountable to voters is
compromised.
 Public confidence and trust in how crime is being cut and
policing delivered in Cambridgeshire is undermined.
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i.
Force Performance Group
1
4
10 
Work with partners to develop Community
manages performance relating to
Resilience Strategy (March 2018)
satisfaction survey undertaken by

Continue to ensure consistent and
Chief Constable; British Crime
effective incoming and outgoing
Survey information; and other
engagement in all areas. Identify and
evaluation and initiates action if
target areas where there are gaps
merits (monthly).
including increased use of social media /
ii.
Engagement Strategic Group
E-Cops / Community engagement tools to
reports to Organisational Support
maintain dialogue with community groups
Board and Business Co(ongoing)
ordination Board.

Review priorities of CSPs and their ability
iii.
Commissioner's review of the
to respond to local community safety
Chief Constable, publication of
issues (ongoing)
monitoring reports on satisfaction,

Drive forward and support increased
confidence, progress on OPCC
volunteering and building of community
and Force Engagement Strategy
capacity (ongoing)
and complaints.

Work to ensure the constabulary is
iv.
PSD Governance Board and PSD
representative of the community it serves
Alliance Group.
(ongoing)
v.
7 Force Collaboration quarterly

Local policing review – work jointly with
meetings with all Comms Leads.
Constabulary to communicate changes
(2017-2018)

Capability and capacity to identify, co-ordinate and
implement appropriate mechanisms.
A lack of openness and transparency.
Failure to clearly explain the benefits of changes
following the Local Policing Review
Collaboration could expose Cambridgeshire to
reputational risk if one of the partners is portrayed
negatively in the media.

Controls in place
i.

Effects

Senior Lead
Head of
Public
Engagement
and Comms

L
1

Future
I
R
2
3

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.

separately. Timely response to
criticism and proactive promotion of
positive activity.
PSD management of police
complaints and Commissioner's
monitoring of complaints.
PCC and Constabulary Comms
leads meet regularly with Strategic
Alliance Comms team.
Agreed communication support for
Tri-Force units in place.
Joint meetings between Police and
Fire Comms.
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Reference

SR1.2

Objective

Public Engagement

Status:

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that Collaboration ventures could expose Cambridgeshire to reputational risk if one of the partners is portrayed
negatively in the media. This could impact in the public confidence of Cambridgeshire officers.
Causes


ii.
iii.

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC
The public are not able to assess the performance of the
Commissioner and Chief Constable.

The ability of the Commissioner to be accountable to voters
is compromised.

Public confidence and trust in how crime is being cut and
policing delivered in Cambridgeshire in undermined.
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i.
BCH PCC’s and CC’s meetings
2
3
9

Building Comms links with Cambs Fire and
holding collaboration team to
7 Force Strategic Partners for future
account and consideration of joint
collaboration (ongoing)
communication following major

7 Force Collaboration quarterly meetings
with all Comms leads (ongoing)
decisions.
ii.
7Force Alliance Summit and
Oversight Group.
iii.
BCH Alliance Summit.

Director of
Public
Engagement
and Comms

Negative media publicity could result in losing public
confidence.

Controls in place
i.

Effects

PCC and Constabulary Comms
leads meet regularly with Strategic
Alliance Comms Lead.
Agreed communication support for
Tri-Force units in place.
Joint meetings between Police and
Fire.
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L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

L
2

Future
I
R
2
5

Reference

SR2.1

Objective

Status:

Setting Direction

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner, despite consultation with the Chief Constable and due regard to the Strategic Policing
Requirement and other statutory functions, and priorities of community-safety and criminal justice partners, fails to ensure the Police and Crime
Plan sets objectives which provide a clear focus to reduce crime and disorder and meet the expectations of the people of Cambridgeshire. The
Police and Crime Commissioner’s manifesto commitments are not delivered.
Causes




Lack of clear direction from the Commissioner or poor
planning, public engagement, engagement with the
Constabulary, partnership working, lack of
understanding of evidence of need and cost
effectiveness.
Lack of preparation for the third term of PCC transition.

Controls in place
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

Effects

Arrangements for keeping the Plan
and Strategic Policing Requirement
under review.
Linkage with financial and other key
strategies.
Engagement with stakeholders
including the Chief Constable.
Wide consultation and joint
engagement strategy on Police and
Crime Plan

Controls assurance
iv.

i.
ii.
iii.
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 A clear direction is not set allowing the long-term
effectiveness and efficiency of policing, the Criminal Justice
System and community safety in Cambridgeshire is not
improved.
 Public confidence and trust in how crime is being cut and
policing delivered in Cambridgeshire is undermined.

Cambridgeshire Countywide
Strategic Community Safety Board
ensures strategic engagement with
community safety and criminal justice
partners (quarterly). PCC Chairs
Criminal Justice Board.
On-going panel scrutiny of precept
and Police and Crime Plan changes.
Valuing Police HMIC inspection
regime.
Review and sign off by the BCB of
Grants.

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

PCC

Head of
Strategic
Partnerships
and
Commissioning

Future Actions
L
 Complete full consultation with stakeholders of
Police and Crime Plan (November 2016)
 Finalised Plan presented to Police and Crime
Panel 1 February 2017
 Development of Police and Crime Plan delivery
plan (ongoing)
 OPCC Review of staffing.

Future
I
R

Reference

SR2.2

Objective

Status:

Setting Direction

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to meet the operational expectation of the Home Office with respect to the Strategic
Policing Requirement.
Causes




Lack of understanding of statutory duties, resources
and poor horizon scanning, planning and collaboration
nationally, regionally and through Strategic alliance.
National increase in firearms capability to meet
terrorism threat.

Controls in place
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

Effects

The needs of the Strategic Policing
Requirement are integrated into the
Strategic Assessment.
Performance Boards (monthly) and
Force Executive Board meetings.
Implementation of
recommendations from HMIC
inspections.
Broaden collaboration with existing
partners to enhance resilience of
protective services.
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 Operational delivery only addresses local service delivery.
 National or international policing issues may not be properly
prioritised, compromising the collective abilities of police
forces to protect the public from serious harm and maintain
national security.

Controls assurance
iv.

iii.
iv.

Collaborative governance
arrangements ensure proper
prioritisation of regional and national
policing issues.
HMIC inspection regime.
National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC)
has set national uplift in firearms
capability.

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

Constabulary

Chief
Constable

Future Actions
L


Future
I
R

Reference

SR2.3

Objective

Status:

Setting Direction

Update 31/07/2017

The risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable are unable to influence national, regional, or Strategic Alliance policies.
Causes




Insufficient horizon scanning, engagement with and
influence of national, regional and strategic alliance
issues and policies due to poor prioritisation or
inadequate resources.
Inability to influence the Police Transformation Fund
which then diverts local resources to national projects
of limited value to Cambridgeshire.

Controls in place
i.
ii.

Effects

Constabulary and OPCC horizon
scanning processes in place.
Chief Constable, Commissioner and
Chief Executive and members of
OPCC engage proactively with
relevant national bodies

Controls assurance
ii.

ii.

i.
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 National, regional or strategic alliance policies are not
informed by the experience within Cambridgeshire and do not
meet its requirements, or help address impact.

The PCC links effectively with the
APCC,is Chair of the National
Commercial Board and a member of
the Local Government Association.
Controls effective linkage with
National Groups such as the Chief
Executive is Chair of Association of
Police & Crime Chief Executives
(APACE); Chief Constable is on
Operations Co-ordinations
Committee for NPCC; Constabulary
Director of Finance & Resources is
National Finance Lead on the HMIC
Reference Group and a member of
HMIC working groups on finance and
efficiency. Director of ICT is on Police
ICT Company Board. The PCC is a
member of the Local Government
Association and has APCC roles.
Proactive engagement with the BCH
and Seven Force governance
arrangement.
BCB ensures proper strategic

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

PCC

Commissioner
and Chief
Constable

Future Actions
L

Future
I
R

i.
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planning, consideration of the
national budgetary landscape,
ensuring Medium Term Financial
Plan is in line with the Police and
Crime Plan and drives efficiency and
oversees financial monitoring
arrangements are effective.
i. Joint Audit Committee provides
independent assurance on the
adequacy of the risk management
framework and the associated control
environment, independent scrutiny of
the Commissioner’s and Chief
Constable’s financial and nonfinancial performance to the extent
that it affects exposure to risk and
weakens the control environment,
and to oversee the financial reporting
process.
IA/EA updates provide alerts to
emerging issues and initiatives which
are reviewed by CFOs.

Reference

SR3.1

Objective

Status:

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Update 31/07/2017

There is a risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to manage the finances effectively. i.e. arrangements are not in place for strategic
financial planning, receiving funding, financial management, accounting and auditing, monitoring value for money, setting the police precept,
allocating funding and issuing crime and disorder reduction grants, planning for major police operations. Statutory duties are not met and the
accounts are qualified.
Causes











Arrangements not in place for strategic financial
planning, receiving funding, financial management,
accounting and auditing, monitoring, value for money,
setting precept, allocating funding and issuing grants and
planning for major police operations.
Failure to realise the benefits of collaboration.
Increasing complexity of collaboration (both tri-force and
regional) and devolution plans leads to poor strategic,
financial planning, budgetary and contractual control
mechanisms.
Financial unsustainability of partnership body poses risk
to PCC/CC due to increased pressure on services.
Continued uncertain economic and funding environment
Cost pressure of Emergency Service Network.
Failure to realise the opportunities of the Policing and
Crime Bill.
Athena, changing landscape/business pressures on
Collaboration benefits.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.

Effects

Scheme of Governance, Financial
regulations and contract standing
orders clearly set out duties of the
two corporations sole.
Regular joint working between the
Commissioner, Commissioner’s
CFO and Chief Constable’s CFO.
Iterative financial planning process
throughout year.
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 Statutory duties are not met and the accounts are qualified.
 Impact on service quality and performance.
 Reputational damage and the Commissioner is not able to
implement their objectives for reducing crime and the longterm effectiveness and efficiency of policing, the Criminal
Justice System and community safety in Cambridgeshire as
set out in their Police and Crime Plan.
 Ability to fund Government initiatives i.e. ESN..

Controls assurance
x.
xii.
v.

ii.

External Audit statements published
and VFM conclusion
HMIC Efficiency Reports.
IA/EA of all financial systems ensure
accounting and finances are
effectively managed.
BCB ensures adequate service
quality and performance and that
finances are managed effectively.

L
3

Current
I
R
4
18

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Chief
Finance
Officers

Future Actions





Link to collaboration agenda and considering
each collaborative service detail to ensure
benefits generation are realistic and
achievable (17/18)
Treasury management review (Mid 2017)
Partnership working/financial planning,
including monitoring for risk of cost pressures
on local government leading to increased
demand on policing resources (and hence

L
1

Future
I
R
2
3

iv.

v.
vi.
vii.

viii.
ix.

x.
xi.

xii.

xiii.

xiv.

Revenue outturn reports, budget
i.
monitoring reports/dashboard cover
all aspects of OPCC budget.
Quality of service provision report,
Internal VFM investigations.
iv.
Capital programme monitoring.
Prudential Indicators, Treasury
Management and Minimum
Revenue Provision.
Financial Reserves.
i.
Annual reviews of Revenue and
Capital estimates, Fees and
Charges review.
ii.
VFM statement/strategy.
Regular meetings of OPCC CFO
and Constabulary CFO and Chief
Executive with opposite numbers
from other county public sector
bodies for horizon scanning and
identification of emerging risks.
viii.
Devolution controls and savings
plans enabling enhanced service
viii.
provision on reduced budget.
Huntingdon Accommodation
Review Board enabling police, fire
and ambulance service estates to
be used effectively.
Police and Fire Strategic
Governance Board managing the
production of a business case to
review the best governance model
for closer working between police
and fire.
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PCC has oversight of Chief
Constable’s budgetary framework
and this is included in the Police and
Crime Plan allowing public scrutiny.
Police and Crime Panel review Police
and Crime Plan including MTFP,
budget and precept and plans for
closer working between police and
fire.
Specific governance arrangements
are established for collaboration and
large contractual agreements.
Monthly Finance Sub Group (FSG)
meetings and minutes go to Business
Co-ordination Board. Plans for FSG
to become the overarching body
responsible for driving forward the
realisation of the benefits of
transformation.
Reserves are available to fund initial
additional costs of ESN.
Regular review of costs of ESN and
progress by OPCC CFO and Director
of F&R and reported to BCB.

















increased cost) (17/18)
Workforce & succession planning (ongoing)
Strategic use of grants to support reductions
in demand (17/18)
Use of reserves to balance budget in 2016/17
and 2017/18 (17/18)
Devolution progression – maintaining
momentum (17/18)
Continued horizon-scanning for new and
emerging cost pressures (ongoing)
Analysis of allocation of savings and costs in
collaborated functions (17/18)
Ongoing review of financial health of other
partners with escalation if necessary
(ongoing)
Review revenue generation opportunities
(17/18)
Continue to monitor progress of National and
BCH ESN projects and risks and issues
arising from it. (17/18)
Developing further work with Cambs Fire &
Rescue Service/Fire Authority to realise the
opportunities from the Policing and Crime Bill.
Identify and fully understand future demand
profile to aid workforce planning. (17/18)
Ensure plans identify necessary cost
savings. (17/18)



Better business planning including
considerations of demand and capital
planning. (ongoing)

Reference

SR3.2

Objective

Status:

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work together effectively.
Causes



Change in personnel causes lack of understanding of
respective roles and responsibilities and poor planning.
Scheme of delegation does not clearly articulate roles
and responsibilities.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.

Effects

Regular Commissioner/Chief
Constable informal meetings and at
staff level.
Scheme of governance and Policing
Protocol Order 2011 and any local
protocols clarify respective roles
and responsibilities.
Signing of the Oath by the
Commissioner and Police conduct
regulations and standards.
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 Breakdown in constructive relationship between the two
individuals and/or organisations.
 The Commissioner cannot access the information and
resources held by the Constabulary necessary to make well
informed decisions and to carry out their functions effectively.
 The operational independence of the Chief Constable and the
Constabulary is obstructed.
 Reputational damage.
 The effectiveness of policing in Cambridgeshire is
compromised and public confidence is undermined.

Controls assurance
ii.

ii.

i.

Business Co-ordination Board,
protocols when calling for papers,
clear holding to account
mechanisms.
BCB considers recommendations
and is the decision making board in
relation to issuing a police and crime
plan; determining police and crime
objectives and calculating a budget
requirement.
BCB is where the PCC holds the
Chief Constable to account for
organisation wide performance;
budgets and use of resources and
audit/inspection compliance.

L
2

Current
I
R
2
5

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Chief
Executive

Future Actions
L


Future
I
R

Reference

SR3.3

Objective

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Status:

Update 31/07/2017

There is a risk that the Commissioner (and Chief Constable if this relates to the functions of the constabulary) fails to enter into or achieve the
benefits of collaboration agreements where it is in the interest of the efficiency or effectiveness of their own or another Police Force.
Causes


Effects
L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

OPCC
Ineffective governance and working arrangements with  Potential savings cannot be achieved or costs materialise due
Chief
other Police and Crime Commissioners and Forces.
to a failure in a partner organisation.
Executive

Failure to deliver the requirements in the Police and
 Resilience of police services cannot be maintained.
Crime Plan to keep under consideration whether
 The effectiveness of both specialist and local policing in
entering into a collaboration agreement with one or
Cambridgeshire and elsewhere is compromised.
more other relevant emergency services in England
 Strategic requirements are unable to be met due to delays in
could be in the interests of the efficiency or
delivery of Athena.
effectiveness of that service and those other services.
 Resilience of blue light services

A shortfall in capacity or capability.
 External inspections raise concerns

Financial unsustainability of another police force poses
risk to other collaboration partners.

Continued delays in delivery and implementation of
Athena.

Failure to deliver or achieve the benefits of Information
Technology.
Controls in place
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i.
Implementation of arrangements
vii.
Collaboration – Internal Audits.
3
4
18  Continued refinement of local term savings
and S22s at BCH and Eastern
vi.
BCH Strategic Alliance Summit
delivery schedule to enable MTFP planning
Region
viii.
Eastern Region Alliance Summit
and correct definition of risk appetite (17/18)
ii.
MoU Eastern Region Governance
i.
Risk Management
 Improved benefits realisation and
process continuing to develop
ii.
Effective governance
performance monitoring processes that also
additional controls assurance at that
arrangements for BCH and
consider impact on local policing (17/18)
level.
Eastern Region Collaboration
 Continued work to define future visions and
iii.
Regional budgets and Regional
iii.
Medium term finance plan
governance of collaboration across policing
Finance Scrutiny Group updates.
meetings between CFOs and
and wider public sector collaboration. (17/18)
iv.
Single scheme of delegation for
change team to evaluate and
 Link with devolution agenda as it gathers pace
BCH
model savings programmes.
to ensure no gaps or conflicts. (17/18)
v.
Regular close scrutiny by Chief
v.
Strategic Athena Management
 Explore benefits of Fire & Police Collaboration
Constable’s, PCC’s and Chief
Board provides regular reports
(see Risk 3.1) (17/18)
Executives of all Forces involved in
and has attendance from key
 Continue to explore the merits of creating a
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Senior Lead
Commissioner
& Chief
Constable

L

Future
I
R

vi.

vii.

viii.
ix.
x.

Athena.
Operational Support, Organisational
Support and JPS Governance
Boards formally review on a
monthly basis.
Direct PCCs involvement in lead
force/OPCC governance
arrangements
Quarterly Eastern Region Alliance
Summits
Fire, Police, Ambulance
Interoperability Board
Business case developed for Fire
Governance.
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senior managers.


‘user pays’ methodology for transactional
collaborated services. (17/18)
Mitigate the risks associated with a complex IT
change programme. (17/18)

Objective
Status:
Reference
SR3.4
Resourcing and Enabling Delivery
Update 31/07/2017
There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to work effectively in partnership with local leaders in community safety
and criminal justice, including devolution to support delivery of the Police and Crime Plan.
Causes


Effects
L
4

Inherent
I
R
4
21

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC
Commissioner
Complex partnership landscape and/or ineffective
 It is not possible to engage in or initiate work to improve the
Chief
& Chief
partnership arrangements against demands of public
ways that services work together in future.
Executive
Constable
sector financial landscape.
 The Commissioner’s ability to develop their role in reducing

Lack of shared strategic vision,
crime and increasing the long-term effectiveness and
efficiency of policing, the Criminal Justice System and

Lack of a shared understanding of the desires and
community safety in Cambridgeshire is compromised.
ambitions of the public in Cambridgeshire in terms of
policing and crime reduction.

The opportunities and challenges presented by the
Victims Commissioning, Transforming Rehabilitation
and devolution increase complexity.
Controls in place
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
Future
L
I
R
L
I
R
i.
Partner agencies have agreed a
i. Countywide Community Safety
2
3
9
1
2
3
victims’ strategy and attend CCJB
Board chaired by PCC. Countywide
 Review Embedding of new partnership
victims and witnesses group.
Delivery Groups for high risk topics,
performance monitoring framework for Police
Refresh ToR and subgroup
Local CSPs
and Crime Plan. (17/18)
structure linked to PCC
ii. Countywide Cambridgeshire
Chairmanship. Countywide
Criminal Justice Board chaired by
 Qualitative monitoring of progress in delivering
Community Safety Board
PCC
Police and Crime Plan objectives Embedding
subgroups.
i. PCC observer member of the
of new Community Safety Governance
ii.
CJB has a victim group, offender
Combined Authority.
Structures.
group and delivery group..Chief
ii. Combined Authority
 Updated Offender needs assessment to
Executive and Chief Constable of
iii. Safeguarding Boards attended by
inform refresh of partnership strategies
Cambs, through links with the
Constabulary
(17/18)
Public Service Board, co-ordinate
iv. Police and Crime Panel review of
 Review of Criminal Justice to explore if there
effective partnership working.
Police and Crime Plan and Annual
are benefits to working at regional level
iii.
OPCC are linking with the Local
Report ensures feedback from
 Explore the impact of blue light collaboration
Authorities workstreams of Housing,
partners on the work of the
on local community safety work (17/18)
Skills and Transport. Capacity to
Commissioner.
 Careful allocation of Crime and Disorder
effectively commission and monitor
Reduction Grants by PCCs to tackle demand
grants and contracts which support
management. (17/18)
delivery of the Police and Crime
Plan objectives.
iv.
Partnership signatory to the
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v.

Countywide includes Peterborough
Community Safety Agreement.
Engagement with the six
Community Safety Partnerships.
Sub group infrastructure which
underpins the Criminal Justice
Board.
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Reference

SR3.5

Objective

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Status:

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements for the Deputy Commissioner, Chief Executive and the
Commissioner’s Chief Finance Officer to be appointed, supported and challenged while in post and to remove them from office when necessary.
The Commissioner fails to provide the Chief Executive with the resources necessary to carry out their duties.
Causes





Poor planning, relationships and ineffective processes.
A shortfall in capacity or capability.
Unplanned retirement, resignation or illness
Organisational Change

Controls in place
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Effects

Appointment/recruitment processes.
PDR process.
Regular Commissioner/Deputy
Commissioner/Chief Constable and
Deputy Chief Constable/Chief
Executive (monitoring officer)
meetings.
Succession planning
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 The statutory duty to appoint (and if necessary dismiss) is not
met.
 The Commissioner’s ability to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities and deliver their vision, strategy and identified
priorities is compromised.
 Reputational impact.
 A shortfall in capacity or capability impacts on ability to deliver
good governance

Controls assurance
i.

i.

Police and Crime Panel scrutiny of the
appointment of the Deputy
Commissioner, Chief Executive and
Director of Finance.
Public scrutiny by the Police and
Crime Panel.

L
2

Current
I
R
4
14

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Commissioner

Future Actions
 Put in place appropriate arrangements to cover
the OPCC CFO post during the current period of
transition. (17/18)
 Arrangements for DPCC to be informed by Fire
Business case.

L
2

Future
I
R
3
9

Reference

SR3.6

Objective

Status:

Resourcing and Enabling Delivery

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to ensure effective arrangements for the Chief Constable to be appointed, supported and
challenged while in post and to remove them from office if necessary.
Causes




Poor planning, relationships and ineffective processes.
A shortfall in capacity or capability.
Poor relationship between Chief Constable and
Commissioner leads to failure to work effectively

Controls in place
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Effects

Commissioner/Chief Constable
meetings
Commissioner induction meeting
Capacity and experience to run
successful appointment/recruitment
processes
Performance Monitoring Framework
in place
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 The statutory duty to appoint (and if necessary dismiss) is not
met.
 The Commissioner’s ability to fulfil their roles and
responsibilities and deliver their vision, strategy and identified
priorities is compromised.
 Leadership of the Constabulary is compromised.
 Reputational impact.
 A shortfall in capacity or capability.

Controls assurance
iii.

iii.

Police and Crime Panel scrutiny of
the appointment of the Chief
Constable
Public scrutiny by the Police and
Crime Panel.

L
1

Current
I
R
2
3

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Commissioner

Future Actions
L


Future
I
R

Reference

SR4.1

Objective

Being Accountable

Status:

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner and Chief Constable fail to apply and demonstrate good governance, in accordance with best
practice, including the Nolan principles and fail to deliver statutory duties.
Causes



ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.
vii.

viii.

Signing of the Oath by the
Commissioner and Police conduct
regulations and standards
Scheme of Governance and
Decision making policy
Appointment of a Monitoring Officer
with capacity to undertake their role
Effective risk management strategy
and risk register proactively
managed.
External Audit Plan
Annual Governance Statement
Governance Board established for
Organisational Support, Operational
Support and Joint Protective
Services.
Consolidated (financial and nonfinancial) External
Audit/Inspection/Internal Audit Plan.
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L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

OPCC
 Adverse comments from the Police and Crime Panel.
 Inability to ensure the Chief Constable answers for their
decisions and actions.
 The ability of the Commissioner to discharge his functions is
compromised.
Controls assurance
Current
Future Actions
L
I
R
i. Joint Audit Committee takes an
2
2
5
 Continue to develop governance processes
overview of regulatory framework and
(17/18)
integrity issues and ensures good
 Continued scrutiny by Police and Crime Panel
governance in line with the Nolan
(ongoing)
principles.
 Internal Audit of Governance (17/18)
iv. IA progress report reviews good
governance practices are being
adhered to and implemented and
appropriate decision making
processes are in use.
iv. Head of IA Annual Report considers
whether good governance practices
are being adhered to and implemented
and appropriate decision making
processes are in use.
Cambs Constabulary have an
Equalities and Inclusion Board with
members from Cambs Independent
Advisory Network (CIAN). Developing
an Ethics Committee to report to this
board.
vii. BCH Representative Workforce Board
created.
vii. PSD Alliance sub group holds TriForce to account.

Effective processes are not in place to promote good
decision making.
Clear Governance principles not established.

Controls in place
i.

Effects

Senior Lead
Chief
Executive

L

Future
I
R

Standards Integrity Committee.
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Reference

SR4.2

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to deploy appropriately those staff under his direction and control to deliver the policing
objectives in the Police and Crime Plan. The Commissioner fails to establish appropriate mechanisms to hold the Chief Constable to account.
Causes




Poor planning, performance management, monitoring
processes and/or ineffective working arrangements.
Lack of engagement between OPCC and CC and
understanding of operational independence.
Failure to implement Emergency Service Network
means Chief Constable is unable to deploy resources.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.
v.

Effects

Chief Executive charged with
maintaining sufficient capacity
within OPCC.
Force Corporate Development
Department undertake regular
performance monitoring and
analysis. Force Monthly
Performance meeting chaired by
Assistant Chief
Constable.Management Group,
Performance Officers Group regular
monitoring by Commissioner.
Regular monitoring by OPCC and
reporting from Force inform
Commissioner’s Performance
Working Group. Performance
reporting to Commissioner.
Police and Crime Plan Performance
Framework.
Strategic Tasking and Co-ordination
process reviews Threat, Risk and
Harm and demand patterns which
inform policing element of Police
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 Constabulary delivery, performance and improvement are not
scrutinised visibly on behalf of the public against delivery of
the Police and Crime Plan and other Chief Constable duties.
 The long-term effectiveness of policing is compromised and
public confidence that the Police can deliver their aspirations
is undermined.

Controls assurance
v.

iii.

iii.

i.
iv.

v.

Force Executive Board and Force
Performance Board chaired by
Chief Constable and Strategic
Performance Board.
Business Co-ordination Board to
scrutinise performance reports to
ensure performance against Police
and Crime Plan and quality of
service provision.
HMIC Inspection reports reviewed
by Commissioner when received
and response published.
Audit reports reviewed by JAC.
Commissioner’s Annual Report
reviewed by Police and Crime
Report.
Complaints made against Chief
Constable regarding deployment.

L
2

Current
I
R
3
9

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

Chief
Executive

Commissioner
& Chief
Constable

Future Actions
L
 New Police and Crime Plan under development.
(march 2017)
 Consultation with partners and stakeholders
ongoing embedding new performance
framework. (17/18)
 Increased understanding of nature of current
and likely future demand informs local policing
review to ensure a sustainable policing model.
 Review of OPCC structure and process to
ensure effectiveness and efficiency.

Future
I
R

and Crime Plan.
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Reference

SR4.3

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to meet the requirements of the Police and Crime Panel as it assesses the performance of
the Commissioner and scrutinises the Commissioner’s strategic actions and decisions.
Causes





Lack of understanding of respective roles and
responsibilities or insufficient planning and resources.
Police and Crime Panel fails to articulate their needs.
Lack of organisational support for Police and Crime
Plan through secretariat.
Changes in Chairmanship leads to changes in
approaches and expectations.

Controls in place
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

Effects

Commissioner’s and Panel
induction processes.
Proactive management of future
agenda planning by the Panel’s
work programme which sets out
scrutiny plan for the year.
Engagement between OPCC and
Police and Crime Panel secretariat.
Panel terms of reference and rules
of procedure set out ways of
working. Policing Protocol defines
relationship.
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 The Panel is not able to fulfil its duties in relation to the
precept, annual report, Police and Crime Plan, and
appointments.
 The Commissioner’s performance is not appropriately
scrutinised, undermining public confidence.
 Ad-hoc demands from the Panel impact on the ability of the
OPCC to respond effectively.

Controls assurance
iii.

ii.
ii.
i.

The Police and Crime Panel meets in
public which ensures that progress in
this area is visible to the media and
the local community.
Panel has now operated for 2 years,
controls established & working.
Annual report including performance
report scrutinised.
Commissioner’s internal governance
arrangements are in place.

L
2

Current
I
R
3
9

L
2

Inherent
I
R
4
14

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Head of
Policy &
Performance

Future Actions
L
 Continue to develop governance processes.
(17/18)
 Continued scrutiny by the Police and Crime
Panel. (ongoing)
 Work with Panel to enhance the challenge and
support provided by the Panel. Ongoing
programme of Panel briefing sessions.
(ongoing)
 Continue to work with Panel, Panel secretariat
and monitoring officer to ensure understanding
of respective roles and responsibilities and to
ensure effective ongoing programme of work.

Future
I
R

Reference

SR4.4

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Chief Constable fails to safeguard the welfare (including health & safety as well as equality & diversity) of all
officers and staff within their direction and control, and ensure that members of the public, offenders and employees of other service contractors
are not exposed to risks as far as reasonably practicable (including safeguarding children, the promotion of child welfare and safer detention and
handling).
Causes





Lack of awareness, training investment, poor planning
or ineffective processes.
Inadequate training of responsible staff.
Custody provision for Cambridge is required to meet
future custody requirements.
Capacity within BCH HR function is under pressure.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

viii.

ix.

Effects

Reports on Health & Safety,
equality and diversity, safeguarding
children, the promotion of child
welfare and detention and handling
are scrutinised by People Board on
a risk based frequency.
Review of Human Rights Issues –
Custody, Taser, Covert
Surveillance.
Equality duty – review/monitored.
Workforce surveys and reports.
Health & Safety Constabulary
improvement report.
Reports to Estates Sub Group
Health & Safety statement signed
by Chief Constable and PCC. Joint
H&S Policy in operation.
Officers have received
Management Action from ACC for
driving defective force vehicles
Countywide Community Safety
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The relevant legal duties are not met.
Death of an individual or multiple fatalities.
Public confidence is undermined.
Significant investment in Parkside has ensured it meets
current standards for custody provision.

Controls assurance
iii.

i.
vi.

i.
vi.

The People Board ensures the need
for relevant action is identified and
action plans are progressed.
Internal Audit ensures independent
validation of risk controls.
Police and Crime Commissioner
holds the chief Constable to account
in these key areas.
BCH Engagement & Wellbeing Board
created.
Launch of Parkside Custody Board to
manage the search for land and
subsequent construction of a Police
Investigation Centre (PIC) as the
replacement for Parkside Custody.

L
2

Current
I
R
4
14

L
3

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

Chief
Executive

Chief
Constable

Future Actions
 Development of BCH Annual People Plan and
People Strategy. (17/18)
 Consideration of a review of Target Operating
Model (TOM) for BCH Collaborated HR function
delivery. (17/18)
 Embedding the partnership structures linking to
both safeguarding board and countywide
community safety board.

L
1

Future
I
R
4
10

Agreement.
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Reference

SR4.5

Objective

Status:

Being Accountable

Update 31/07/2017

There is a theoretical risk that the Commissioner fails to establish effective mechanisms for holding the Chief Constable to account for the
exercise of their duties to safeguard the welfare (including health & safety as well as equality & diversity) of all officers and staff within their
direction and control, and ensure that members of the public, offenders and employees of other service contractors are not exposed to risks as far
as reasonably practicable (including safeguarding children, the promotion of child welfare and safer detention and handling). The Commissioner
fails to fulfil their own duties in this area (including data protection and equality and diversity).
Causes



Lack of awareness, investment, poor planning or
ineffective processes and performance monitoring.
Failure to provide oversight over the Constabulary’s
responsibility to ensure access to healthcare for
detainees.

Controls in place
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

Effects

Police and Crime Plan performance
framework documented approach to
performance monitoring.
Ensuring reports on H&S, equality &
diversity, safeguarding children, the
promotion of child welfare and
detention and handling are
considered through Constabulary
processes.
Monitoring of the ICV Scheme
ICV Scheme Management update
Monitoring of dog welfare
H&S statement of intent signed by
Chief Constable and PCC. Joint
H&S policy in operation.
Sufficient investment to allow activity
of training and supervision.
Work through BCH governance
mechanism to ensure effective
oversight of the custody health care
contract.
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L
3

 The relevant legal duties are not met.
 Death of an individual or multiple fatalities.
 Public confidence is undermined.

Controls assurance
i. JAC review of performance
framework.
i. Ability of Police and Crime Panel to
scrutinise areas of concern.
viii. Strategic Alliance overview of
healthcare in custody.
viii. Organisational Support Governance
Board.

L
2

Current
I
R
3
9

Inherent
I
R
4
18

Exec Lead

Senior Lead

OPCC

Commissioner

Future Actions


L
1

Future
I
R
3
6

ix.

x.

Follow up to ensure actions are in
place in response to ICV concerns
regarding individual detainees.
Increased BCH performance
management of healthcare in
custody.
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Appendix A:

Strategic Risk overall ratings

1

2

3

4

5

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

More
likely
than not

Probable

15

19

22

24

25

10

14

18

21

23

6

9

Tolerance
Level

17

20

5
Catastrophic
4
Significant
3
Moderate
2

13
3

5

8

12

16

1

2

4

7

11

Minor
1
Insignificant
Risk ratings key:
Dark red

Critical risks

Red

High risks

Amber

Medium-high risks

Yellow

Medium risks

Green

Low risks
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Likelihood
1. Unlikely – unlikely to occur
2. Possible – may occur
3. Likely – likely to occur
4. More likely than not - More likely than not to occur at some time
5. Probable – expected to occur

Impact
Political – local or government policy
1. Insignificant – little impact on stakeholder groups
2. Minor – minor impact on stakeholder groups
3. Moderate – loss of support from local stakeholders
4. Significant – capability of organisation questioned
5. Catastrophic – viability of organisation under threat

Economic – internal budget and benefits pressures, % of budget
1. Insignificant – overspend of up to 2% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of up to 3% of approved target savings
2. Minor – overspend of 2% to 5% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 3% to 5% of approved target savings
3. Moderate – overspend of 5% to 10% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 5% to 10% of approved target savings
4. Significant - overspend of 10% to 15% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 10% to 15% of approved target savings
5. Catastrophic - overspend of 15% of agreed or notional budget or shortfall of 15% of approved target savings

Social – Public Confidence
1. Insignificant – little impact on stakeholder groups
2. Minor – minor impact on stakeholder groups
3. Moderate – loss of support from local stakeholders
4. Significant – capability of organisation questioned
5. Catastrophic – viability of organisation under threat
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Technological – consequences of failure, pay/scale of change
1. Insignificant – insignificant shortfalls in mandatory requirements and/or other requirements
2. Minor – minor shortfalls in mandatory requirements and/or other requirements
3. Moderate – moderate shortfalls in one or more key requirements
4. Significant – significant shortfalls in mandatory requirements and/or other requirements which have a direct impact on service delivery
5. Catastrophic – complete system failure which has a direct impact on service delivery

Environmental – consequences on environment
1. Insignificant – little disruption
2. Minor – some disruption
3. Moderate – considerable disruption to environment
4. Significant – serious impact on environment, signalling mid-term damage
5. Catastrophic – critical impact on environment, signalling long term damage

Legislative – National or European law, Contract Law
1. Insignificant – little affect, compliance with Legislation
2. Minor – minor affect, exposure to local sanctions e.g. Breach of Local Bye Laws
3. Moderate – considerable affect, exposure to fines/penalties e.g. failure to meet contractual obligations
4. Significant – serious affect, exposure to prosecution, resulting in substantial fine and serious damage to reputation
5. Catastrophic – critical, exposure to prosecution, which prevents organisation from continuing to discharge its duties

Organisation – adjustments that may affect our organisation and staff
1. Insignificant – insignificant adjustment required
2. Minor – minor adjustments required
3. Moderate – moderate adjustments required
4. Significant – significant adjustments required
5. Catastrophic – extensive long term to permanent adjustments required
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Risk scores are calculated by determining the Likelihood and the highest Impact score from the PESTELO categories. An overall risk score is determined by using the
matrix at Appendix A.

The risk tolerance is set at risk rating of 13 (yellow)
· All risks above the risk tolerance (that is critical, high and medium-high) are reported to the relevant Executive Board.
· Controls, assurances and actions aim to bring risks within the risk tolerance.
· External issues may raise inherent risk likelihood or impact.
· Some risks may be accepted above the risk tolerance level where it is considered unrealistic or unaffordable to bring the risks within
tolerance.

·
·
·
·

Critical and High risks are key issues requiring immediate and on-going management attention to embed and maintain controls,
assurances and actions that will reduce likelihood and/or impact.
Medium-high risks are significant issues requiring attention to reduce likelihood and/or impact.
Medium risks are less significant but need to be monitored to capture any increase in the inherent risk position.
Low risks require no special action.
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

To:

Agenda Item: 7.0

Business Coordination Board

From: Chief Constable and Chief Executive
Date: 21 September 2017
UNANNOUNCED CUSTODY INSPECTION AND INDEPENDENT CUSTODY VISITING SCHEME
1.

Purpose

1.1

To update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) on the recent
unannounced joint inspection of Custody by HM Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP) and
HM Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) in
Cambridgeshire.

1.2

To update the Board on feedback about the Independent Custody Visiting (ICV)
scheme from the Independent Custody Visiting Association (ICVA) who shadowed the
inspection.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

2.2

The Board is recommended to request a further update following the publication of
the full HMIP and HMICFRS report.

3.

Background

3.1

The Constabulary was notified of an unannounced custody inspection on 7 August
2017. The inspection was completed over a two week period commencing on that
date.

3.2

‘Expectations for Police Custody’ is a joint inspection between HM Inspectorate of
Prisons (HMIP) and HM Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services
(HMICFRS). The joint HMIP/HMICFRS national programme of unannounced
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inspections ensures that custody facilities in all 43 forces in England and Wales are
scrutinised, as a minimum, every 6 years.
3.3

The Chief Executive of the Independent Custody Visiting Association (ICVA) shadowed
the HMIP & HMICFRS inspection team to learn about the inspection process and to
consider how Independent Custody Visiting Schemes can better link in with
inspections of custody, and subsequently support forces with any resulting actions.

4.

Custody Inspection

4.1

Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s custody provision was last inspected in 2011.
Bedfordshire Police was inspected in 2014 and Hertfordshire Constabulary in 2015.
This was the first unannounced inspection of a BCH force since custody provision was
collaborated, and the first inspection of a collaborated custody function nationally.

4.2

Since 2011, the scope of the inspection has been extended to include first contact
and opportunities for diversion and vulnerable people, criteria for inspecting forces
on equalities duties as these affect custody, focused inspection criteria on the use of
force, criteria reflecting strategic and operational outcomes on safeguarding the
welfare of children (under 18s) and vulnerable adults in police custody, and reporting
on police cells used as a place of safety for people suffering acute mental ill-health.

4.3

The inspection methodology covers five areas:
 Leadership, accountability and partnerships
 Pre-custody and first point of contact
 In the custody suite: booking in, individual needs and legal rights
 In the custody cell: safeguarding and health care
 Release and transfer from custody.

4.4

The inspection involved a document and data collection, auditing of records,
extensive reality testing at all custody suites used by the Constabulary, interviews
with police representatives and partners, and focus groups.

4.5

The provisional findings of the inspection were presented to chief officers and the
Police and Crime Commissioner in a hot debrief on 17 August 2017. The feedback
presented will form part of an improvement action plan which will be developed and
tracked through the Constabulary’s Organisational Improvement Group and HMIC
Gold Group.

4.6

The final report will be published in approximately three months’ time.

4.7

Independent Custody Visiting Scheme

4.8

HMIP and HMICFRS are unable to comment on the governance of the ICV scheme as
it is a function of the Police and Crime Commissioner, not the Constabulary. However
as ICVA were shadowing the inspection, there was an opportunity to receive
feedback on the scheme, and to contribute to ICVA’s learning from the visit.

4.9

During the inspection, ICVA witnessed ICVs conducting a visit, and also met with the
ICV scheme manager for Cambridgeshire. The ICV scheme manager also spoke to the
HMIP / HMICFRS inspectors.
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4.10

The feedback about the ICV visit that was witnessed was very reassuring. In
particular, ICVA felt that the questions asked by ICVs truly reflected the important
issues that affect detainees, for example, their welfare. The feedback provided by
ICVs on their reports was also recognised as being of good quality, giving concise but
informative comments for each detainee rather than simply “no issues”, or “no
concerns”, as seen in some other schemes.

4.11

ICVA were impressed that the PCC or D/PCC regularly attended the ICV Quarterly
Panel meetings, and were able to use the findings of ICVs to hold the Constabulary to
account, as well as partners.

4.12

ICVA also noted the format of the annual report as being very accessible and were
keen to see other schemes use a similar format. The report is kept to one single page
and gives the public a summary of the scheme, successes and failures, and targets for
the year ahead.

4.13

ICVA were keen to use this experience to understand how ICV scheme managers can
be better informed on what to expect from an inspection, how to ensure scheme
managers are involved, and how ICV schemes can support the Constabulary to
achieve any actions resulting from an inspection and reassure the public that the
Constabulary has taken feedback on board. No timescales were given as to when
advice may be formalised. It was clear that while there is a role for ICVs to play, they
must stay focused on their own role, and not stray into the role of an inspector.

4.14

ICVA asked about the arrangements for monitoring detainees from Cambridgeshire
who are taken to the Police Investigation Centre (PIC) at Kings Lynn. There were no
formal arrangements in place at the time of the inspection; however, the detainees
would be visited by ICVs from the Norfolk scheme. Following this discussion, steps
are being taken to formalise a monitoring process for the PIC, to ensure the welfare
and safety of Cambridgeshire detainees.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report.

5.2

The Board is recommended to request a further update following the publication of
the full HMIP and HMICFRS report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source
Expectations for police custody: Criteria for assessing the treatment of and
Document(s) conditions for detainees in police custody, HMICFRS
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/publications/expectationspolice-custody-criteria/
Contact
C/Insp Chris Savage, Force Liaison Officer, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Officer(s)
Alasdair Baker, Partnerships and Communities Officer, Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner
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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

Date:

21 September 2017

Agenda Item: 8.0

Information Assurance – Data Protection Reform Update
1.

Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
on progress regarding the implementation of Data Protection Reform changes. In
addition, this paper will provide assurance regarding Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s
lessons learnt relating to recent data breaches.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

3.

Background

3.1

The Government has made a statement of intent for new Data Protection legislation
to go live in May 2018. The new legislation will take account of the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Law Enforcement Directive (LED). Whilst all
organisations are impacted by the regulation, the Directive has particular implications
on forces.

3.2

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) has indicated that a draft
Bill will be laid before Parliament in September 2017, which will give a first indication
of the implications of the legislation

4.

Current Status – Data Protection Reform

4.1

An Information Management Department (IMD) working group has been established
to prepare for the implementation of the Data Protection reforms. The group has
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taken guidance from the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) Data Protection
Reform Group and has used recently circulated self-assessment/implementation
plans.
4.2

One of the key areas of this plan is an audit of all personal data information assets held
by Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire forces. This is a significant piece
of work, which will require dedicated resources. The audit will require the updating of
the BCH Information Asset Register and require training for Information Asset Owners.
This work will be led by a dedicated person from within the Information Assurance
Unit, supported by a Project Manager.

4.3

These resources will be in place for the remainder of the financial year and will be
reviewed in December 2017.

4.4

Self-assessments have been completed and a cautious assessment has been made. As
progress into more detailed analysis is made, it is likely that the position will be better
than that currently documented.

5.

Current Status – Data Breaches

5.1

Following several data breaches over the last 12 months across BCH, a paper was
presented to Joint Chief Officer Board (JCOB) relating to Data Protection (DP)
refresher training. It was agreed that Data Protection training will be mandatory for
all police officers and staff. The training required will be the DP Foundation Level
NCALT e-learning package.

5.2

This training will be refreshed every two years for all officers and staff and annually
for IMD staff and Public Protection officers and staff.

5.3

It was also agreed that ‘My Compliance’ will provide continued information and a
security awareness campaign for all staff. The My Compliance tool will be used to
raise awareness of the correct procedures to be undertaken and policies to be
adhered to.

5.4

A 12 month awareness campaign has commenced covering the most critical subjects
by a monthly communication being delivered to all staff across BCH.

5.5

The Data Protection Training and My Compliance campaign and strategy have been
endorsed by the Information Commissioner (ICO). This approach will evidence the
governance and security of BCH personal data and information assets.

6.

Recommendation

6.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of this report.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Contact
Officers

Nancie Shackleton, Director of Information, BCH
Andy Gilks, Head of Information Management, BCH
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

7 Force Programme Manager

Date:

21 September 2017

Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Programme Report

1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
on the progress of the Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Programme (“7F
Programme”).

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the report.

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) is recommended to notify
the Police and Crime Panel of forthcoming decisions regarding these areas of business.

3.

Background

3.1

The Statutory Guidance for Police Collaboration 2012 sets out the legal context for
collaboration:
“The legal requirements for police collaboration can be found in sections 22A to 23I
of the Police Act 1996, as amended by the Policing and Crime Act 2009 and the Police
Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.”
“The 2011 Act inserted sections 22B and 22C into the 1996 Act, which place new duties
on chief officers and policing bodies to keep collaboration opportunities under review
and to collaborate where it is in the interests of the efficiency or effectiveness of their
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own and other police force areas. This is a stronger duty than the previous one for
police authorities, who were required only to support collaboration by their own
forces.”
3.2

The 7F Programme is a collaboration comprised of officers and staff from the police
forces of Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Norfolk and
Suffolk. The 7F team continues to make positive progress and proposals covering a
number of areas are being developed in line with the overarching aims of the
Programme which are to deliver enhanced Public Service, Efficiency, Effectiveness,
Value for Money and Savings.

3.3

An amended Section 22A collaboration agreement for the Programme was signed by
the Police and Crime Commissioners and Chief Constables of the respective seven
forces on 20th February 2017.

4.

Seven Force Collaboration Update
Updates on key workstreams are as follows.

4.1

Building the Infrastructure: The 7F Programme works with colleagues from all our
support departments including HR, ICT, Finance, Estates, Resource Management
Units, Learning and Development, Policy, Information Management, Transport,
Procurement, Communications and Change teams, to make sure that we have the
infrastructure we need to collaborate effectively across seven counties. Established
expert groups meet regularly providing valuable knowledge and guidance to the 7F
force team. Business leads from support departments are assisting the development
of consistent and sustainable ways of working across the 7 Forces, for instance with
HR frameworks and processes, Information Sharing Agreements and ICT
infrastructure. In addition, by working more closely together, the business leads are
sharing good practice and avoiding duplication of effort by developing new initiatives
only once, rather than many times over.

4.2

ICT: The Seven Force team continue to work closely with ICT colleagues from across
the seven Forces, considering areas for potential convergence and collaborative
approaches to implementing national changes, as well as discussing a wide range of
ICT related dependencies and interdependencies.
Following an ICT Summit meeting in June of Commissioners and Chief Constables,
work is underway to develop a 7F ICT Strategy, prioritised local plans for ICT projects
and a standardised business case approach for all change work.

4.3

Procurement: In October 2016 Commissioners and Chief Constables approved the full
business case for the appointment of a Head of Strategic Procurement for the seven
forces and an appointment to this post was made in March 2017. This is the first key
step to having the broadest police procurement collaboration in England and Wales.
Significant work has been undertaken to analyse the contracts in place with third party
suppliers that exist across the 7 forces, to establish those that will deliver benefits
through single specifications and aggregation of spend across the forces. The
“pipeline” of contracts demonstrating when and in what areas these benefits can be
achieved is near completion.
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4.4

Vetting: The 7F Programme is focussing its efforts on working with Vetting Managers
to scope technological solutions to help support the efficiency and effectiveness of the
four Vetting units.

4.5

Criminal Justice (CJ): The Heads of CJ from across the 7 forces are leading a series of
work strands that will deliver a range of benefits over the next three years, in
alignment with the national Digital First programme and ongoing roll out of Athena.
The 7F Programme is represented on the National Police Chiefs’ Council Digital First
Steering Group, the planning and co-ordination programme charged with delivering
the national Criminal Justice digital transformation strategy. The design and delivery
of a Digital Case File (DCF) system is a core element of the strategy to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of prosecution files and reduce the cost of the associated
administrative burden throughout the CJ system. As a result, in March 2017 the 7
Force Team engaged with 12 police forces nationally in order to propose the design
and implementation of a DCF system. This lead to a Police Reform and Transformation
Board (PRTB) funding bid for £3M over three years. On 4th September 2017 the Home
Office published the successful PRTB applicants, which included the 12 force
consortium. (Subject to a written confirmation from the PRTB and Validation Panel).

4.6

Physical Records Storage: A Full Business Case is currently being developed by the 7F
Programme to be presented in November 2017 on Physical Records Storage and the
optimisation of storage. This will be informed by a tender that is currently in progress
and should be completed by mid-October.
The Records Managers are working in parallel on the implementation of a Records
Management strategy to harmonise working practices and improve service delivery;
focusing on data quality, better records management, digitisation and education.

4.7

Armed Policing: Following approval of a full business case relating to “Firearms
Training (Chief Firearms Instructure & Governance Structure)” a 7F Chief Firearms
Instructor (CFI) and Deputy Chief Firearms Officer (DCFI) were appointed in July 2017.
These key roles are the first step in developing a 7 force approach that will lead to
standardisation of the firearms training product across all 7 forces.

4.8

Development is underway of an Outline Business Case that will present options for the
delivery of a networked capability across the 7 forces that tailors the provision of
specialist armed policing skills to the threat and demand that the 7 forces face.

5.

Benefits

5.1

Benefits realisation is at the heart of the 7F Programme approach. Each work-stream
is designed to identify potential benefits in the first instance, plan how they will be
realised and then facilitate the delivery of the benefits.

5.2

Contracts - The implementation of a single translation service, Professional Standards
Department software, learning management systems are all areas supported by the
7F Programme to develop single specifications that enabled aggregation of contracts
and interoperability.

5.3

The existence of the 7F Programme has both established and reinvigorated existing
meetings, with expert groups from across the seven forces which help to build the 7F
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Infrastructure. This includes Estates, Finance, HR, Procurement, Policy, ICT, Transport
Services, Resource Management Units, Information Management Department and
Heads of Change. Soft benefits are immediately delivered through connectivity,
sharing of good practice and reduced duplication, with a ‘single voice’ on national
matters to influence national policy.
5.4

The 7F Programme provides a link into national reform programmes and the
opportunity to assist the 7 Chief Constables and their respective national policing
responsibilities.

5.5

A report into savings and benefits identified to date will be presented to the Eastern
Region Summit in October 2017.

6.

Governance

6.1

The Eastern Region Summit is a quarterly meeting of the Police and Crime
Commissioners and Chief Constables of the seven forces. This meeting undertakes the
oversight function in respect of ongoing collaborative functions and collaboration
projects and consider plans for the delivery of all functions through collaboration and
where appropriate ensure they are implemented effectively.

6.2

The Oversight Group comprises representatives from each of the forces at
Commissioner, Chief Constable, Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Constable and Chief
Finance Officer level. The meeting provides a forum to give dynamic advice, support
and oversight to the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO) for the 7F Programme.

6.3

The Oversight Group is chaired by the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner,
Jason Ablewhite. The Senior Responsible Officer for the 7F Programme is DCC Julia
Wortley.

7.

Recommendation

7.1

The Board is recommended to note the report.

7.2

The Commissioner is recommended to notify the Police and Crime Panel of
forthcoming decisions regarding potential further regional collaboration.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)
Contact Officer
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable and Chief Executive

Date:

21 September 2017

Agenda Item: 10.0

DISASTER VICTIM IDENTIFICATION (DVI) – SECTION 22A AGREEMENT
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
on the updated collaboration agreement for Disaster Victim Identification (DVI). The
DVI collaboration agreement provides a statutory basis for the police function of
responding to mass DVI.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the updated DVI Section 22A
Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

2.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notice to
sign the S22A Agreement to approve the updated Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration of DVI.

3.

Background

3.1

The Chief Constables and Police and Crime Commissioners of Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies collaborated
in the provision of a Regional Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) capability managed
by a Regional DVI Co-ordinator. The original Agreement was signed on 21st September
2012 and commenced on 1st May 2012. The agreement expired on 31st March 2017.
Prior to the agreement being signed each Force had a Legal Responsibility under the
Civil Contingencies Act to provide a response to mass DVI. This resulted in each Force
training hundreds of staff members in body recovery, emergency mortuary and
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casualty bureau in addition existing Family Liaison officers needed to be trained in DVI.
The Regional Agreement allowed a coordinated response across the Eastern Region to
be developed which significantly reduced the numbers trained thus significantly
cutting costs. The Agreement allows staff to support each other if and when a DVI
Incident occurs across the Eastern Region whereby the local force cannot cope with
the size of the incident presented. This model allows staff to be deployed across the
region and nationally if required i.e. Essex air crash and the Shoreham air disaster.
4.

Section 22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996

4.1

A Section 22A Agreement enables police forces and local policing bodies as defined in
the Police Act 1996 (as amended) and other parties to make an agreement about the
discharge of functions by officers and staff where it is in the interests of the efficiency
or effectiveness of their own and other police force areas.

4.2.

As this agreement is due for renewal and the opportunity to review the original
agreement has been taken in order to make it consistent with recent S22a agreements.
The legal teams in Essex, Herts and Norfolk/Suffolk have developed and agreed the
wording of the agreement.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the signing of the DVI Section 22A Agreement
under the Police Act 1996 (as amended).

5.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner (“the Commissioner”) signs the Decision Notice to
sign the S22A Agreement to approve the updated Section 22A Agreement for the
collaboration of DVI.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
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Chief Constable, Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive, Office of Police and Crime
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

21 September 2017

INTEGRATED MENTAL HEALTH TEAM – FORCE CONTROL ROOM
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Business Co-ordination Board (“The Board”)
on the decision to transfer the responsibility for commissioning the Integrated Mental
Health Team (IMHT) to the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG). This service will be commissioned as part of the wider First Response
Service to provide support for people in mental health crisis.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the attached report and associated
decision notice. This notice sets out the Commissioner’s decision to continue the
funding for this service through a collaborative commissioning arrangement with the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).

3.

Background

3.1

Partners across the county signed a joint declaration in November 2014 to improve the
system of care and support so people of any age in crisis, because of a mental health
condition, are kept safe and helped to find the support they need. Partners also
pledged to provide the ‘right care at the right time and from the right service’. This
declaration was a fundamental element to the county’s response to the Mental health
Crisis Care Concordat.

3.2

In January 2016 the then Police and Crime Commissioner agreed to fund an Integrated
Mental Health Team in the Force Control Room. This service was to provide an
effective first point of contact intervention by the Constabulary and Mental Health
Services which would ensure the most appropriate pathways were taken for
individuals in mental health crisis.
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3.3

Three Mental Health Nurse Practitioners started in the role in Spring 2016 – this was
initially for one year. Future funding would be decided following the independent
evaluation of the project.

3.4

Within six months of the nurses starting the evaluation was already revealing where
the Constabulary was the first point of contact individuals in mental health crisis were
receiving a more appropriate and informed response. In a paper to this board, in
September 2016, the Constabulary recognised the demand and risk supporting people
in mental health crisis placed on police officers and staff. It highlighted how the IMHT
were helping to mitigate this risk but that a ‘shared partnership risk approach’ needed
to be taken.

4.

Partnership working

4.1

The CCG introduced a £1m investment into crisis care in 2016/17 in the form of a First
Response Service. The IMHT was considered an integral part of this work. It was
recognised that the CCG as ‘expert’ clinical commissioners they were best placed to
take on the future commissioning and service development of the IMHT as part of the
wider system response to mental health crisis care.

4.2

The year one evaluation of IMHT was launched in July 2017 and revealed:



Rarely has a new initiative been so overwhelmingly received and used by an
organisation as is the result of the first year of the IMHT.’ (Report writer)
In one year nurses reviewed 10,715 incidents; 83% of that case load were currently
or had been previously known to Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Foundation
Trust (CPFT) for mental health issues. This resulted in:
o Deployments avoided, missing people found quicker (better use of Accident
and Emergency Departments)
o Police time saved (s136 time reduced by 43 mins) ‘We get onto the next job
quicker’
o Confident and empowered police and staff
o Appropriate non-emergency pathways used (development of new more
robust pathways)
o Improved service user experiences.

4.3

For 2017/18 the Commissioner has entered into a two-year Collaborative
Commissioning Agreement with the CCG to continue the funding of the IMHT service
– of £150k per annum. The CCG will manage the contract with the provider CPFT on
the Commissioner’s behalf through the wider governance mechanisms. This model is
both more economical and ensures the ‘shared partnership risk’ approach is taken.
Quarterly reports on progress made on achieving the joint outcomes of the entire First
Response Model will be made available to the Commissioner on a regular basis.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the contents of the attached report and associated
decision notice. This notice sets out the Commissioner’s decision to continue the
funding for this service through a collaborative commissioning arrangement with the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document

Mental Health in Policing
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/work/businesscoordination-board/2016-2/bcb-september-21st-2016/
Summary of First Response Service
http://www.cpft.nhs.uk/First%20Response%20A5%20Leaf
let.pdf
Mental Health Crisis Care Concordat
http://www.crisiscareconcordat.org.uk/

Contact Officer

Nicky Phillipson, Head of Strategic Partnerships and
Commissioning
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

21 September 2017

Agenda Item: 12.0

Cambs Historic Churches Trust appeal
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is for the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) to
consider a request for a grant of £10,000 from the Bishop of Huntingdon as a
contribution to the Cambs Historic Churches Trust appeal to support alarm
installations on church lead roofs in the county.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to award a grant of £10,000 to the Cambs Historic
Churches Trust.

3.

Request of contribution to the Cambs Historic Churches Trust

3.1

A request has come in form the Bishop of Huntingdon for the Police and Crime
Commissioner to make a contribution to the alarms appeal of the Cambs Historic
Churches Trust. The purpose of this is to install specialist alarms on lead roofs of
churches to prevent the vandalism and stealing of the lead.

3.2

The constabulary has confirmed that operations have taken place in the past to combat
these crimes but that this is still an on-going issue being dealt with by Rural Crime
Action Tem (RCAT) with three churches in the county being the subject of incidences
in the last quarter.

3.3

RCAT has made many visits to churches across Cambs to raise awareness and offer
appropriate advice to target harden with support from Corporate
Communications. They have found appropriate roof alarms fitted to churches and
well-advertised are a very good deterrent in preventing attack or stopping offenders
taking the lead.
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3.4

The Norfolk PCC has recently launched a similar initiative with a donation to a ‘Raise
the Alarm’ campaign of £100,000.

3.5

Within the Crime and Disorder Crime Reduction Fund Grant that is an unallocated
£15,000 for emerging projects and the £10,000 contribution can be funded from here.

4.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to award a grant of £10,000 to Cambs Historic Churches
Trust appeal to support alarm installations on church lead roofs in the county.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)
Contact Officer(s)

Graham Oliver Interim Head of Finance
graham.oliver@cambs.pnn.police.uk
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Constable

Date:

21 September 2017

Agenda Item: 13.0

Unit C Chord Business Park, Godmanchester
1.

Purpose

1.1

To seek approval of the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) to continue to
market the leasehold of the premises.

1.2

To seek approval of the Board for the S151 Officer to accept the most economically
advantageous offer for a lease of the asset.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to approve the continued marketing and subsequent grant
of a lease of Unit C Chord Park.

2.2

To seek approval of the Board for the S151 Officer to accept the most economically
advantageous offer for a lease of the asset.

3.

Background

3.1

Chord Park comprises a modern development of five office buildings within an
established business park on the outskirts of Godmanchester.
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3.2

Unit C, which comprises 359 sq m (3,870 sq ft) of office space, became surplus to
operational requirements in December 2015 and was subsequently refurbished.

3.3

The asset was held as potential temporary accommodation in connection with
collaboration.

3.4

Marketing and Valuation advice was sought from local agents who confirmed that local
supply of similar office accommodation was becoming more limited, hence it being a
good time to offer space. Estates Sub Group subsequently authorised the marketing of
the unit.

3.5

Unit C has been actively marketed by local agents since June 2017 with the following
terms being offered:


Lease: Fully repairing and insuring lease.



Rent: £55,000 per annum exclusive

4.

Summary

4.1

Whilst there has been limited interest to date, the unit is receiving enquiries in a
traditionally quiet time.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

To seek approval of the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) to continue
marketing.

5.2

To seek approval of the Board for the S151 Officer to accept the most economically
advantageous offer for a lease of the asset.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document

Cambridgeshire Constabulary Estate Management – Property Files

Contact Officers

Elly McKee Estates Management Surveyor, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Colin Luscombe, Director of Estates, Cambridgeshire Constabulary
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To:

Business Coordination Board

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

21 September 2017

Agenda Item: 14.0

Successful bid to the Home Office VAWG Transformation Fund
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to inform the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”)
of the successful bid to the Home Office VAWG (“Violence Against Women and Girls”)
Transformation Fund, for £400k, and the subsequent arrangements to deliver the
‘Cambridgeshire and Peterborough VAWG Prevention and Intervention project’.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the commencement of work which aims to reduce
the harm, risk and costs of VAWG to Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.

3.

Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) Needs Assessment

3.1

In 2016/17 the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (“OPCC”) commissioned
a ‘needs assessment’ for victims of VAWG (including men and boys). This identified the
need to better support young people impacted upon by VAWG issues in a bid to get
upstream and reduce current and future demand on statutory and third sector
services.

3.2

The OPCC and Cambridgeshire County Council led a partnership bid into the VAWG
Transformation Fund in April 2017. The bid specifically aimed to address the lack of
support provision for young witness/victims within domestic abuse households and/or
young victims of sexual violence. It also planned to provide early intervention where
young people were displaying low-level perpetration type behaviours against siblings
or parents as a result of their experience.
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a.

The core focus of the bid was to ensure young victims aged 13-19, (24 where there
are additional needs) would be identified and supported to access trauma-focused
one-to-one CBT counselling services and group work. This evidence-based
intervention is designed to improve their mental health and prevent further
escalation of risk and need. It would also enable young people to address ‘Adverse
Childhood Experiences’ and reduce the impact of these experiences in their future
lives.

b. It was estimated that over the life of the funding (three years) a potential 750
victims could be triaged and appropriately supported through either escalation into
services or a step down in other methods of support.
4.

Progressing the support for young victims and witnesses

4.1

In July 2017 the OPCC were informed that the bid was one of only 41 successful bids
with the project receiving £400k over the next three years. The conditions of the Home
Office grant were such that any partner named on the bid could be funded direct
through a grant agreement with the OPCC.

4.2

The twin-track work (supporting victims and low-level perpetrating behaviour) will be
delivered by locally-based charities Embrace – Child Victims of Crime and Ormiston
Families with support from the county’s Youth Offending Service. It will form part of
the wider integrated model of support for victims and witnesses and work in
partnership with specialist providers such as the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Rape Crisis.

4.3

As the bid was submitted as implementation ready the charities will start accepting
referrals from September 1, 2017 using a framework of accredited counsellors based
across the county.

4.4

The overarching governance of the work will be carried out through the county’s
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Delivery Group which reports into the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board.

4.5

The work will be independently evaluated locally with support from staff at Anglia
Ruskin University.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is recommended to note the commencement of work which aims to reduce
the harm, risk and costs of VAWG to Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.
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